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Student publications:
Aside from us, what
else is there?

Bomb threat shuts down Columbia
a better evacuation [procedure]." said Rochella Cain,
a junior marketing and
communications student.
"We were in class with
the door shut... and we didn't know [about the threat]
until a student got a phone
By Chris Coates
call from a friend."
One
parent
of
a
News Editor
Columbia student called
An unidentified male
the Chronicle office at 7:30
called in a bomb threat to
p.m. seeki ng information
Columbia's main switc hthe closure.
board on March 7, creating onFor
the 450 students who
widespread confusion and live in Columbia's two dorthe mandatory evacuation mitories, the situation
of each of the school's 11 meant a few hours in the
buildings .
cold.
The threat was called in
Many in the 18 E.
at 2:30 p.m., according to Congress Parkway building
Mark Lloyd, Columbia's fou nd the ir way to the
assistant vice president of Herman Crown Center at
communications and mar- Roosevelt University.
keting.
in the 73 1 S.
"Your building will blow Pl Others
ymouth Court building
up at 5 p.m.," said the went to area eateries and
caller, according to Lloyd .
coffee houses.
The caller did not specify
"Our RAs knocked on all
which building he was
our doors," said Michael
threatening, said Lloyd, Hynes, a sophomore film
which prompted a manda- student. "They just asked
tory evacuation of all us to leave. "
Columbia properties.
Meegan said that bombIt is unclear how officials
sniffing dogs inspected the
made the decision to evacu- dormitories.
ate, but Lloyd said he met
By 9:30 p.m. on Friday,
with administration mem- all of the college's buildbers in President Warrick
ings had been secured, with
L. Carter 's office within 45
no sign of a threat, accordminutes o f receiving the ing
to Gall.
call.
Students living in the 18
" It took us awhile to get
E. Congress Parkway dorm,
in contact with the Chicago who were initially told they
Police, and also to obvious- would be allowed to return
ly get that evacuation proto their rooms at 6 p.m.,
cedure going," Lloyd said.
and then 8 p.m., were not
He said the college con- allowed back into the
tacted the Chicago Police building until 9: I 0 p.m.
Department before fire
Domino' s pizzas were
marshals began ordering provided for the crowd due
students out of the build- to the large number of stuings. He also said that the dents camped out on the
college did not know the sidewalk in front of the
caller's identity.
dorm .
Martha Meegan, director
At about 8 p.m .. between
of campus safety, said the 30 and 50 students were
call was "a prank."
waiti ng to get back into the
"This was not a terrorist
threat," Meegan said. "It building.
A small caravan of K-9
was in the best interest of unit vehicles from the prithe community to shut vate firm Sec uritas were
down the college."
up in front of the
Bert G all , Columbia's lined
building as students waited
executi ve vice preside nt ,
for the dorms to be
said law enforcement offi- declared safe.
cia ls with bo mb-sni ffing
''If it was that much of an
dogs checked each building
e mergency, why would
individuall y.
they have us hang out in
All of Columbia 's classes front of here?" said seni or
and scheduled performanc- te levision major Stephanie
es were canceled, with the Foresta.
exception of the performGall said college admin ance of " Robert Moses· istrators
are
meeting
Kin" at the Dance Center,
Monday, March 10 to dis1306 S. Michigan Ave.
cuss the investigation and
Gall said that the evacuaweigh all options in the
tion was a " reassuring test
wake of the hoax.
of our system. If you think
He said the college has
about it , we cleared over a
recording capa bilities on
mill ion square feet in very the switchboard, and that
little time."
there is a possibility the
Some stude nts, though,
said the e vacu ation was call may have been taped.
Gall said offic ials are
anything but well-organlooking into all possibiliized.
" I th ink they should have

0
450 dorm
residents forced
into streets as
bomb-sniffing dogs
sweep buildings

Brian Morowczynski/Chronicle

A bomb threat received March 7 forced the evacuation of Columbia's 11 buildings, including 623 S. Wabash Ave.

Dean looks to remove 'acting' from title
0
Bartoni in a field
of four bidding for spot
By Chris Coates
News Editor
As the only candidate to receive
a round of applause upon taking
the podium, Doreen Bartoni
became the last nominee to discuss
her qualifications for the dean of
the School of Media Arts, a position that she has held on temporary
basis for nearly two years.
The March 3 session was identical in format to the other three candidate forums, with Bartoni
answering a question concerning
the effect of media convergence on
the college community.
As interim dean, Bartoni superof
vises
the
departments
Marketing
Communications,
Academic Computing, Sound,
Radio, Television , Journalism,
Interactive Multimedia and Film
and Video-the largest department
at Columbia. At the forum in the
Concert Hall of the Music Center,
1104 S. Michigan Ave. , Bartoni
spoke of concrete successes in the
school, in sharp contrast to the
other three candidates.
Bartoni discussed her plans for
not only improving Columbia in
the future, but also continuing the
projects sbe bas already started.
Bartoni, who became an artist-

in-residence at Columbia in 1986,
cited the accomplishments of Echo
magazine, the Chronicle and the
Semester in L.A. program during
her tenure. Bartoni's past positions at Columbia include Film
and Video Department assistant
chair in the Graduate Program and
as acting co-chair.
She holds a master 's degree
from Northwestern University,
where she has also instructed film
theory, directing and fi lm production.
She also spoke of the D VD
authoring class started last year
and a plan to capitalize on the
"burgeoning industry" of video
gaming by beginning a course specializing in the genre.

Doreen Bartoni

Bartoni talked of the continued
effort to bridge the school's various departments to the benefit of
students.
" As you can see, we already
have a motivated faculty and staff
in the School of Media Arts,"
Bartoni said. "And when you
think about our disciplines, they' re
all collaborative in nature. That's
just who we are.
" We' re willing and eager to
work with each other to share
ideas and share technologies,"
Bartoni said.
Like the other candidates-Or.
David Sachsman of the University
of Tennessee at Chattanooga, Dr.
E. Lincoln James of Washington
State University and Dr. Stuart
Sigma n of Emerson CollegeBartoni mentioned the Tribune
Co. 's cross-convergence and
media ethics as key issues of concern for Columbia's future.
Wrapping up her presentation in
30 minutes, Bartoni told the largest
audience in the four candidate
search, "We are well on the way to
media convergence and we are
well on the way in the School of
Media Arts."
Bartoni then answered a series
of questions from the audience,
most of whom she responded to on
a flfSt-name basis. ln response to a
questio n concerning lack of

See Sella, Page 3
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On March 10, the topic of this week's TV Boxed
lunch series will be "Brilliant, But Canceled," with
artist-in-residence laura levitt-Gamis. The noon
event is in Room 703, 600 S. Michigan Ave. For
more information, contact (312) 344-7203.

Musicians present works
Composer Philip Seward will present his original
work "And Piano Makes 3" on March 10, at 12:30
p.m. at the Concert Hall of the Music Center, 1014
S. Michigan Ave. Also at the center, on March 12,
the Ted Hogarth Sextet in concert will be at 12:30
p.m.
Both of the free events are open to the public.
For more information, call (312) 344-6179.

Author discusses politics
On March 11 , the English Department's Visiting
Poet, laura Mullen, will discuss the role of identity politics in her lecture titled "The Yau Identity"
which focuses on the poetry of John Yau.
Mullen, the author of several poetic works, is a
1990 winner of the National Poetry Series and
has been published in several magazines.
The 5:30 p.m. event, in the Concert Hall of the
Music Center, 101 4 S. Michigan Ave., is free to
the public.
On March 13, Mullen will read and discuss her
poetry collections in the Concert Hall, at 5:30 p.m.
Both of the events are part of the department's
spring 2003 poetry program. For more information, call (312) 344-8100.

Interactive Multimedia
continues open workshops
The Interactive Multimedia Program continues
its open workshop with a March 11 tutorial on the
application Flash MX.
Tutor Emre Biberoglu presents the second in
the series of free workshops, in Room 603 of the
623 S. Wabash Ave. building, at 12 p.m. For more
information, call (31 2) 344-7750.

Florence students to meet
On March 12, there will be a second instructional meeting for the study in Florence, Italy summer
program. The 12:30 p.m. event is in Room 619,
623 S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call
(312) 344-7192.

Liberal Education faculty
opens conference
On March 13, liberal Education faculty member
Dominic Pacyga opens the joint conference of the
National Council on Aging and the American
Society of Aging with the lecture "Making Our
World a Good Place to Grow" at Sheraton Chicago
Hotel and Towers, 301 E. North Water St.
For more information, visit www.agingconference.org.

TV department shows student videos, documentaries
On March 14, the Television Department presents "The Independent Showcase, a collection of
student-created experimental videos and docurnentar!es. A 6 p.m. reception precedes the event,
1n Stud1o A on the 15th floor, 600 S. Michigan Ave.
For more information, call (312) 344-7959.

If yo11 have an
upcoming event or
announcement, call the
Chronicle's News Desk at (312) 344-7255.
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Angela SirnpsofVChronl

Columbia students celebrated Mardi Gras Carrlbean style with elaborate masks on display In the Hokln Annex on
March 4. "Fat Tueaday" marks the last day before the beglnlng of Lent

Debt-ridden students complain that
college tuition is breaking the bank
0
Fund raising may help, says
Institutional Advancement official
By Renee Edlund
Contributing Writer

The growing need for financial assistance was the
topic of debate at Columbia's College Council meeting on March 7.
One suggestion was to step up fund-raising efforts.
Woody White, vice president for the Office of
Institutional Advancement, explained the need for a
department at Columbia dedicated to raising money
solely for students.
The Office of Institutional Advancement is the
fu nd-raising arm of the college.
"Columbia has not created the infrastructure we
need to do this. We need a centralized paid faculty
assigned for academic fund raising and scholarships,"
White said.
"Many of us think this is the biggest problem for our
students," said Bob Thall, chair of the Photography
Department. " Before we can start to make a dent in
the problem in keeping our students, we can't wait for
scholarships to reach the school."
One way to offset decreasing government contributions could be a "tuition discount," Thall said.
"Say you raise the tuition $250 [per student], and set

it aside for financial aid. The support would be distributed to freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors," he said.
Mark Menet, a senior film and video major,
explained that there are students who need aid whose
families do not meet the government's financial support requirements.
"I'm about to graduate and in my situation, my parents make enough so I receive no financial aid, but
they can't afford to pay for my school. Because of the
increasing gap of the middle class, I' m going to be
$20,000 to $30,000 in debt," Menet said.
White agreed with Menet and said, "You really have
to be poverty-stricken to apply for governmental aid."
Randy Albers, chair of the Fiction Writing
Department, reminded the council of Columbia's
responsibility to its students.
"The lack of a clear plan has been an ongoing problem. Do we really want to become an elite institution
for only those who can afford it? The future of this
college is in the balance of what we give, and its in our
hands," Albers said.
In other council news, Bert Gall gave an updated
report on the "superdorm" construction.
"The dorm projects are sti II progressing, a floor is
built every I 0 days. We are actually a week ahead of
critical construction," Gall said. A S4 million furniture
fixture is up for bid.

Bomb
ConUnued from Front Page
ties for identifying the threat.
"We realize this is an inconvenience, and we realize
thi s is an obstruction, but I think we've all learned the
past few years to make decisions that err on the side
of safety," Gall said.
All of the buildings were opened the following
morning at regular hours.
The March 7 bomb threat marks the fourth time in
recent memory that Co lumbia mandated a co llegewide shutdown.
In September 1999, a Commonwealth Edison generating substation caught fire, plunging Columbia's
campus and much of the South Loop into darkness.
On May II, 200 I, Columbia closed in memory of
Mirron Alexandroff, the late former Columbia president who died earlier thut ycor. The collesc also tcmporurily shut down on Sept. II, 200 I.

- Ryan Adair and Usa Balde contributed to this
report.
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Columbia's anti-war groups
teach ins and outs of war
0
Protest skits and lectures lead
to demonstration at Federal Plaza
By Lisa Balde
Assistant News Editor
They marched in a small army of about I 0 people,
canying large cardboard flowers and donning black
sheets with the word "peace" written on them in big
white letters. The "anti-war guerilla street theater"
group clamored from one campus building to another,

Brian MorowczynskVChronicle

Stan Willis, of the Chicago Conference of Black
Lawyers, lectures as part of the "Teach-In" on March
5 in the 731 5. Plymouth Court television lounge.

declaring their anti-war beliefs.
Performing a skit adapted from the children's book,
The Bomb and the General, members of Columbia's
anti-war group On The Grounddressed up to emulate
atoms that refused to be used for the creation of atom
bombs by a "bad general" and a corrupt, power-hungry government.
On The Ground scheduled a variety of teach-ins and
informative lectures on March 5 in an effort to unite
with the rest of the country in accord with the national moratorium declared by the activist group Not In
Our Name. The aim: to stop the war in Iraq.
From I 0 a.m. to 4 p.m., members of this year-anda-half o ld, student-run organization facilitated discussions in the Columbia residence center, 73 1 S.
Plymouth Court.
" Hopefully, people will just realize that they can use
their creative abilities to express how they feel about
the war," said Brea Hayes, a member of the group.
"The [skit's] moral is that the politicians and generals
are making money off this [ war]. ..and it 's our job to
tell how we feel about that."
They shouted their feelings in front of almost every
building on Columbia's campus, despite the frigid
temperatures.
Meanwhile, as many as 50 pe<lple at a time attended the teach-ins regarding the war on Iraq and the war
on terrorism.
"Since Sept. II, I've been afraid of what's going on
in this country, not what's going on outside this coun-

See Teach-in, Page 6

SGA's 'speak out' draws low turnout
tures in favor of the project.
Petitions have been circulating
since the end of the fall semester
in an effort to show college administrators that students think the
service is a good idea.
By Angela Caputo
SGA President Gina Jiannuzzi
Contributing Editor
said the cost of the service is still
unknown.
She estimates -from
Nearly a dozen students and
staff joined
the
Student proposals received from shuttle
Government Association for a companies- the cost would be
"speak out" on March 5 in the from $30 to $40 per hour, per bus.
More than half of the people
Ferguson Theater. SGA representatives said they hope the event present at the speak out said that
they
would use a shuttle service if
will help them be more effective in
it were available.
gauging student interests.
Obie Perez, a 25-year-old com"Students can benefit by using
us as a tool to move on issues they puter animation major in the Film
would
like
[advanced]
at and Video Department, said he
Columbia,"
said
Secretary attended the event at the suggesKimberly Williams, 22, a manage- · tion of a teacher.
Perez pitched to the .council a
ment fashion retail major.
Among the top issues d iscussed suggestion that they .. talk with
was a proposed bus shuttle that adm inistrators about developing a
wou ld transport students between more interdisciplinary curriculum.
campus buildings and public He said he would like to see more
collaboration between the Film
transportation.
Student government representa- and Music Departments for examtives said that they have collected ple.
"I' m not sure how much leverapproximately 600 student signa-

0
Bus shuttles, elevators among significant student issues

age [student government] has, but
I think if they represent it, then
there would be more weight to it
than just one department," Perez
said .
·
Other ideas shared with the student government were keeping the
library and computer labs open
later and making the elevators in
the residence halls more secure.
Despite a small showing, SGA
Vice President Justin Kulovsek,
21, a television major said, "today
I received 30 e-mails from people
who couldn't be here, but sent
ideas."
SGA executives said they were
pleased with the outcome of the
speak out. "Knowing that things
we're working on are what the students want is good," Williams
said.
But not all of the attendees
agreed. Perez said he felt that the
council brushed off his suggestion.
" It seems they already chose the
issues they deem important," he
said. "Only time will tell if they
are absolutely going to do anything."

Search
Continued from Front Page
departmental space Barto ni said she realized the
problem upon receiving a tour of the facilities earlier in the day. All of the candidates received identical
treatment- a stipulation enforced by the search committee- including a tour of the school's facilities,
according to Margaret Sullivan, head of the search
committee.
According to a brief biog raphy provided by the
provost, Bartoni is a Ph.D. cand idate in film studies
at Northwestern University, in Evanston. An investigation by the Chronicle shows Bartoni has not taken
classes at the school since 1989. She is the only candidate to not hold a Ph.D., a fact that Bartoni said is
inconseq uential.
"I think my qualifications are there," Bartoni said.
"I didn 't complete my di ssertations; I made a_lot of
films instead."
The biography said Bartoni 's short films have been
screened at The New Festival in New York C ity and
the Mix Brazil Festival of Expression of the
Sexualities in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The biography also
said Bartoni is the rec ipient of a certificate of merit
from the Chicago International Film Festival. The
search · committee re fused to provide a copy of
Bartoni's resume to the Chronicle.
Bartoni took the temporary dean spot in July 200 I,
after Wade Roberts refused to accept the top spot in
the newly created School of Media Arts. Then chair

of the Interacti ve Multimedia Program, Roberts was ·
appointed new dean in May 2001- a controversial
move that resulted in Carolyn Hulse's stepping down
from her post as interim chair of the Journalism
Department in protest of Robert's credentia ls.
In 1985, Roberts was fired from the Chicago SunTimes after his editors accused him of fabricating a
story about a group of fans in a Texas bar during the
Chicago Bears' fa iled Superbowl bid. Roberts is currently acting director of the Interacti ve Multimedia
Program while Bartoni, the former critical studies
coordinator of the Fi lm and Video Department, took
the dean position on a temporary basis.
The seven-member committee-comprised of faculty members, department .c hairs, administrators and
part-time faculty from the School of Media Artswill make its recommendation to Provost Steve
Kapelke and Executive Vice Pres ident Bert Gall concerning the appoi ntment, according to Sullivan.
Columbia's faculty handbook stipul ates that Gall and
Kapelke then must interview the candidates before
forwarding the committee's recommendation to
Columbia's president, Warrick Carter. The procedure
states that Carter can then accept the nomination or
reinitiate the search.
·
In a letter congratulating students on acceptance to
Columbia's Dean's List, Bartoni's title is dean, without the "acting" title attached.

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
It's really wonderful when a group of overpaid, oversexed and undereducated celebrities take the time to lecture
us all on the finer points of the U.S.IIraq connie!.
I love that it is not liberal heavyweights like Katha Poll it,
Susan Sontag or Noam Chomsky who are asked their opinion of the possible war on every pseudo-intellectual talk
show on cable-instead it's Sean Penn, Barbra Streisand or
Martin Sheen.
It's fantastic that stars like Sheryl Crow seem to have put
less time into formulating their political rants than they did
deciding what color eye shadow to wear.
Of course, it's not fantastic at all. In fact, it really stinks.
It's hard to watch television, or read a newspaper or flip
through a magazine without running into one of these celebri-pundits, red-faced and stumbling through some anti-war
creed like "NO BLOOD FOR OIL!" or "BUSH IS A TERRORIST!" or "WHY CAN'T IRAQ HAVE NUCLEAR
WEAPONS? WE HAVE NUCLEAR WEAPONS!"
I'm assuming here that, whichever side you are on, we all
agree that the situation in Iraq is far more complex than
these catch phrases.
But all the star-powered furor is making real anti-war liberals look like idiots who only spout idealistic, poorly reasoned propaganda. And it's providing plenty of ammunition
for discrediting the anti-war movement.
Blogs crackle with annoyance at the sometimes funny,
sometimes sad and usually stupid musings of the anti-war
famous.
Andrew Sullivan has made it a personal vendetta to
expose and mock every ridiculous political statement Crow
makes. Matt Drudge loves to dig up Streisand's best bloopers and post them on his site.
And then there's Fred Durst.
Poor, poor Fred Durst.
Pity Fred Durst. First the man falls for Britney Spears
(and has the foresight to post a declaration of love on his
website) then he appears on the Grammys and uses the
word "agreeance."
One hopes Durst at least ran his statement of hope that
"this war goes away soon" by a friend. Or family member.
Or someone. One hopes that, but one would obviously be
very, very wrong.
After Durst's verbal blunder, pro-war pundits had a field
day, and who could blame them? Here was a man, barely
educated on even the most basic current events (for
instance, we aren't actually at war yet), standing up on
national television in front of millions, using a word that d td
not exist.
Rap diva Eve, Durst's co-presenter, gravely nodded her
head and clapped during his speechlet.
It's enough to make a newspaper-reading liberal cry.
Why? Well, unfortunately, for the 75 percent of our country who do not follow the news, a famous. liberal might well
be the only liberal they hear.
GWB, Rummy and Colin Powell are on television every
day, standing majestically in front of a gently waving
American flag, telling citizens it is their patriotic duty to
support this war. And the only rebuttals these average Joes
hear are the logically bereft ramblings of rock stars.
No wonder the "Citizens Against Celebrity Pundits"
website somehow gained a toehold in American society. On
the site, visitors are urged to sign an online petition that
states, in part, "Martin Sheen, Mike Farrell, Tim Robbins,
Rob Reiner and Barbra Streisand and others are using their
celebrity to interfere with the defense of our country," and
" We do not claim to know more than anyone, especially
President Bush. We elect a president who we can trust to
make proper decisions based on facts available to him and
not available to the rest of us."
That is pretty creepy, on a number of levels. First of all,
the uneducated rhetoric of the stars j ust breeds more uneducated rhetoric, this time by the populace.
Secondly, those who might be interested in hearing the
other side of the story are turned off by the wealth and
power of the famous messenger. The posts on the CACP
site mostly seem angered that the writer does not have the
kind of prestige and fame the celebrity enjoys. They don't
want rich know-nothings telling them that their president is
a bad man.
Of course, celebrities have the right to say whatever they
like. It is, for now, a free country. It's just that the whole
thing reeks of "Save the Whales." The anti-war movement
is just a cause celebre to many of these people. They know
it's cool to be against the war, so they're against the war. It
trivializes the true horror of combat and death.
When Crow shows up to an awards show in a sequined
T-shirt that reads "No War," well, it's just flippant.
Yes, famous people have the right, under our const!tution, to express any asinine opinion they may_ hold. I J US!
wish they had the wisdom to understand that JUSt because
they can, doesn't mean they should.
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Columbia College Chicago

Come and
Hear
Your President

Dr. Warrick L. Ca
State of the College Add
March 20, 2003
12PM
Ferguson Theater
600 S. Michigan
Sponsored by
Student Government Association
"One Voice Working For You"
and The President :SO Office
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Columbia College Chicago and. Roosevelt University Present:

*'~· ~ I nt·ramura\s
For Students, Faculty, StaH and Alumni
Questions?
Contact:
Columbia College Chicago''
Student Leadenhip Office
1104 5, Wabash
Chicago, IL 60605
312- 344-6791

Rooseve lt University
Marvin Mon Student Center
425 5. Wabash Ave .
Chicago, IL 60605
312-341-2430
Co lumbia College Student Activities Office
623 5. Wabash Rm. 313
Chicago, IL 60605
312-344-7459

01'£N
VOLL£Y~ALL
.
f.ver'f Wedntf.da'f Night
<P:oo pm - '1:45 pm
'

~o&e.ve.\t

Unive.r&it'f Fitne.&& C.e.nter
4th Aoor, 430 'b. Waba&h Ave..
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Former Disney artist Students: Portal is hardly an oasis
'talks' technique
0
Animals,
instruments among
inspiration for works
By British BaHie
Staff Writer
Painter Ralph Gilbert contided in Columbia students
and faculty about his struggle
with colorblindness as part of
the Art Talks series on Feb.
26.
While visiting Chicago,
Gilbert opened his exhibition. "The Dream life of
Babies" at the Artemisia
Gallery, 700 N. Carpenter St.,
which is expected to run until
March 29. Students and faculty who attended the event
were able to get a look at
Gilbert's drawings and
sketches for free.
Gilbert is currently the
director of the School of Art
and Design at Georgia State
University. Gilbert said that
one of the first places he took
his drawings in order to get
work was Disney.
" I have to say that the
experience at working at
Disney was wonderful fo r
me," Gilbert said.
Spending time at the zoo
and drawing animals also
helped Gilbert identify with
the world of movement. As
he showed the audience his
sketches of chimps, he said
that spending time at the zoo
every day allowed him to
catch genuine glimpses of the
animals.
"You get to understand the
animal and learn it as you
draw it. And then infonnation
is gathered from different
positions and then it forms
the drawing." Gilbert said.
Oil pastels of puppets and
babies were also among the
drawings and sketches that
Gilbert presented to students
and faculty. Gilbert said that
a great deal of observation is
necessary in order for him to
be able to create and invent
his work on paper. During
this process, he said that he
tries to stay away from using
photographs.
kl don' t use photographs at
all. I don' t like it. I lind that I

have much better freedom
when I'm using my drawings," Gilbert said.
Although Gilbert said that
he has more freedom when
he does not use photographs,
he did admit to being colorblind in arranging color
strategies. He also said that
he had to learn a lot about
colors in order to overcome
it.
Students and faculty used
the Art Talks seri es event as
an opportunity to interact
with Gilbert about his larger
unfinished
murals
and
sketches. Some 'students
commented on his work,
while others questioned
Gilbert about his color strategies and techniques.
Robin Tomlin, a 30-yearold tine arts student said that
she enjoyed Gilbert's presentation.
"It's fascinating to me to
see how he's doing his
preparatory drawing, how it
leads into larger pieces and
how he's constantly repeating the same method,"
Tomlin said. " I enjoyed his
work very much. I too have a
child, a lot of his child work
was close to me."
Gilbert showed sketches of
musical instruments and
paintings of elderly people in
a retirement home- projects
that he is currently in the
process of working on. He
said that his 84-year-old
mother-in-law inspired him
to do the piece on the elderly
because she is currently living with him.
He said that he is not interested in controlling the world
as he draws, but he wants to
stay consistent and committed to his drawings.
Gilbert encourages students at Columbia to change
the world of art by maintaining their own identity in their
work. " It 's important to
remember that there are
many different ways in which
you can be an artist," he said.
"I think that everybody has to
invent their own way of combining making a living with
doing their own work and not
look for model in somebody
else."

Aaron Lorentt, of On Tht Ground tnd Not In Our Ntmt, prottata
lht pottlblt Wlr with lr1q II Ftdtrtl Pltzt on Mtrth 5.

0
Information officer says
Columbia was 'conservative' with
funds on school's Internet site
By Fernando Dlaz
Contributing Writer

Columbia's Internet portal OAS IS has drawn
criticism from both students and faculty for being
big on promises but short on deli very. OASIS
administrators believe many of the critics don't
understand the scope of the project, which could
put the usability issues of the new system into
proper perspective.
. Faculty and students have used one of the bulletin boards on the portal to voice their frustrations, to which administrators usually respond
with in 24 hours accordi ng to Bernadette
McMahon, Columbia 's chief information officer.
One student sent his complaints to the Chronicle,
which were printed in the March 3 issue.
The posts on the bulletin board range from password questions to suggestions for further improvements. One individual wrote, "I would love to see
this succeed. No need to be indignant." Others were
unhappy with the aesthetic appeal or lack thereo(
Leah Wegener, a 21-year-old sophomore graphic design major wrote, "With all the possibilities
available, the design is a major let-down." During
a telephone interview she said that she finds the
idea very exciting, but said she thinks "it looks
like it was slapped together."
Another post from an OASIS user read, "If there
happens to be someone official around, please
note-1 can hack other stud~nts' e-mail accounts."
McMahon, who personally responds to many of
the questions sent to the student help desk e-mail,
is asking for students to be patient with the system. " It is still in its infancy," she said. In response
to questions about security and passwords, she
said, "Students are responsible for changing their
password and protecting their pin number."
For this semester, students can expect to have
access to the Learning Management System, and
their e-mail. As for infonnation about classes,
"That is up to the professors to post," McMahon

said. She admitted that there are many issues to be
worked out and said the staff is working hard to
resolve them as they become evident. Among the
issues are usabil ity on Apple computers and
updating changes input during the Add/Drop period. "There are over 2 million records that need to
be verified on the new system," she said.
As of last week, the portal has received approximately I ,000 hits, and between 230 and 270 faculty have successfully logged on, according to
McMahon. There are no official figures on how
many faculty members are using the portal effectively, but at least one has had some trouble.
Amy Brown, a part-time English and public
speaking instructor, said she understands that
there are always wrinkles that need to be ironed
out during a launch of new technologies. She
attended the training sessions over the break
because she wanted to make the most of the computers available to her class this semester. Her
hope was to have an ongoing online discussion as
part of her English course.
"It's important for students to use these technologies," Brown said. She said she believes students need to learn to use this technology effecti vely if they want to succeed in their careers after
Columbia.
McMahon hopes students will give the system a
chance to work out the kinks. !'There is so much to
learn and teach," she said.
In response to the letter about OASIS printed in
the March 3 issue of the Chronicle she said, " We
began a little over a year ago. We are not a state
school with state funds. The college has been very
conservative [with spending on OASIS)."
Rebecca Courington, director of the Center for
Instructional Technology, has been training faculty to use the portal. She said I 60 faculty members
have passed through her courses since they started
over the semester break and wiII stretch through
the rest of the semester. She sees the future of
OAS IS providing a platform to "develop libraries
of information over semesters."
"We're building a house," Courington said. " We
want the house to be ready by mid-August of
2003, and in order to do that, we're testing it. This
is a Beta product."

Teach-in
ConUnued from Page 3
try," said Regina Wellner, a part-time Liberal
Education teacher at Columbia, during her speech.
"I'm far more concerned about losing my civilliberties...and the things that make me American."
The day's schedule of teach-ins consisted of discussions and lectures with Kevin Clark, who recently
spent time in Israeli occupied territories; Raymond
Lotta, author of America in Decline; John Stevenson,
a liberal education fac ulty member at Columbia; Paul
Street, a writer for Z magazine and the Chicago
Urban League's vice president for research and planning as well as a variety of Columbia students.
Although student walk-outs occurred in high
schools and on college campuses throughout the
country, On The Ground member and teach-in cocoordinator Spencer Kingman, said that a mass walkout wasn 't the best course of action for Columbia.
"A better way was to tum this into a day of learning and to teach about the war," Kingman said.
"There's something important about students and
non-experts talking to each other, it puts down a challenge in that community to ask, 'Can we talk about
this in an intellectual way?"'
Kingman said that the group felt it needed to put
the program together out of "a sense of urgency" for
what is happening regarding the possible war. They
did so in just I0 days.
But, On The Ground members are getting used to
coordinating events and heading to major protests to
involve and educate Columbia students about the
wur. Throughout the last year, they organized several educational workshops on c11mpus and attended
two protests in Washington, D.C.
La' t April 's protest represented 11 change in idculs
and focus for the group.
"Since then, things have been more fncused on the
wur in Iraq," Kingrn11n suid.
Out cducntion is still u top priority for On the
Umund, which w11s crc11ted soon 111\cr Sept. I I.
" I think people need to open lhcir eyes 11nd be
11wurc of the whole picture,' s11ld Af!rll llnnson, 11
frcshmnn tlction writinllnu\)m nnd member or On the
Ground.
I tnnt«m reitenlled 11 l!Cnerul consensus within lhc
duy's cvcnls by snyln11 limt. nl1hou11h people know nt
lcust lt lillie bit nboullhc pos•ible wnr with lmq. they
mu~t nul i11ftorc olhcr wul'll currently 1u~in11 pluce, us
we flu• IIIIJ•c he lui! ~lurted lh rt>ul.dtuul I he wurld.
The lcuch· ln~. where lcclurc• centered on lhc need
lor u f{ICII• uut~ldc uf' lrtt(/, "' we ll n• within, were
c mlor~cd
hy t'olumb u's l'ntt-tlntc Fucult y
A..tll!lnlhHt und hy Ihe Culumhlu ( 'ullc~jc l ~ttcull

Organization.
"We wanted to take one day to really discuss this,
because this (war] is going to affect us all," Stevenson
said, who also serves as the P-Fac president and a faculty adviser to the Columbia chapter of Not In Our
Name. "The events in the world are moving so quickly, we feel like we have· to keep up with them," he
said.
·
On the Ground, in conjunction with the Not In Our
Name and Amnesty International student chapters at
Columbia relied heavily on the school's teachers to
advertise the March 5 events and to bring their own
classes, as well. 1lte tactic was effective. because a
constant flow of Columbia students and faculty filtered into the residence hall throughout the day.
.
Once again, education took front stage as Street
spoke about the anticorporate globalization ITIQVement.
Intertwined with the lyrics of an old Bob Dylan
song, Street spoke of the laziness and stupidity that he
feels resides in the government. He also spoke about
what he referred to as the strong resemblance the government's agenda for this war has with George
Orwell's novel, 1984.
He repeatedly told the audience that President Bush
is lying to them and that their president acts mostly in
support of upper-class citizens.
"[Bush[ is still seeking tax cuts that benefit the top
ten percent of the population,'' Street said.
Street commented that he is still very disappointed
with the nmount ofnews coven~~~e and media attention
the anti-war movement has recctvcd.
"At the February IS demonstration. there were
500,000 people protesting in New Yock. and there was
no coverage,'' he said.
On The Ground wasn't the only group in Chicago
hostin11 events on March S. A student , trike, liS w~ll
tiS scveraltcllch·lns 1vere schedulcllto tnke place nt the
University oi' llllnois lit ChiCtiQO. ~~'COI'dina to II list or
ovents post\XI on the hlcaao Hunmnl t's website.
Sl\ld~nt wolk-out~ w-:re orannlted 111 Whitney
Yo111111 llll!h Sch<10l, 1k Purk River Forest ll i~Jh
School nnd Evnn~to n Thwnshlp IIIah S~:h«Jl.
Protests, lllllll(rh\ils. SJXII~-outs nnd po-:try reildhiQS
were schcdulcll by l!l'Ollp:! thro11llhoot Chicllll'l and
within Chi llll\l'S suburbs lbr M!Wh S u w II.
1>\lOI)ic IWI'C 11skcll to cull oil' \\'\Irk 01' ro ~I · thilllr
huslnc~~cs on Mnl'l:h ~ to nttcnd lhll 01 nts.
A COIIV\ll\!lll\Cil or 1111 thll ~~lrtldptlth\llllrt)l'l took
pltl~e Ml 4:.10 p.m. til flcllern l'lllttl.
" We nro nmldtll! hlslilt')' IIlli •, "
~II)> at'\';"
llnn~t•n •nld.
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Applications for the 2003-2004
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available· in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
All full-time Columbia College students,
including graduate students, who specialize
in print or broadcast journalism, photojournalism, editorial art or political cartooning, are
eligible to apply. Awards are based on academic merit, financial need and service in the
student's speciality (i.e., internships, work on
student publication or productions). Twentyone scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were
awarded for 2002-2003.

THE APPLICATION DEADUNE IS
APRIL 1 2003
I
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Scholarship Fund

Applications are now available for this
unique scholarship program.

Scholarship winners receive:

•Grants
up to $3,000 to help complete projects in
all fields of the arts and communications

• Opportunities
to work with leading professionals in
Chicago's communications industry

• Spring Showcase
in the Hokin Gallery
Learn more and pick up an application by visiting:
Student Activi1ies & Leaders hip
623 S. Wabash - Suite 313
312r344-7459
Hokin Galleries
623 S. Wa bash - 1st Flour
C lass Curtain Callery
1104 S. Wa bash - 1st Floor

Application Deadline: April 7, 2003
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Depression on the
rise for students,
according to study
0
Research found
student depression
rose from 21 percent
to 41 percent, over a
13-year period
By Bryna Zumer
Knight Ridder/Tribune News
(KRT) Today's college students are twice as likely to be
depressed and three times more
likely to be suicidal than they
were a decade ago, according to
a recent study.
"For a variety of reasons,
school is more stressful than it
was I 0 years ago," said Sherry
Benton, assistant director of
training at Kansas State
University and one of the
researchers of the study, which
was published in February.
Researchers examined the
changes in the problems of students who visited the counseling center at Kansas State
University over a 13-year period.
The study, which included
13,000 students, found that
over the 13-year period of time,
the percentage of students with
depression rose from 21 percent to 41 percent. The percenta_ge of suicidal students rose
from 5 to 9 percent, and students with stress and anxiety
problems rose from 36 to 62
percent.
There are many possible reasons for the increases in depression and other stress-related
issues, Benton said, including
more academic competition and
financial stress.
Counseling center directors
nationwide, however, said the
depressed economy has caused
more stress than grades.
"There 's a perception among
our students that there are not
that many opportunities in the
workplace,"
said
Patric ia
Larsen, director of the counseling center at the University of
Colorado at Denver. "They feel
a lot of pressure to stand out."
She agreed with Benton that
there is also more stress about
paying for college because
" families'
dollars
arc
strctched .. . [they [ cannot provide as much support to the stu dents."
Ruu Federman, director of
the l:.lson Student Health
Center at the
nive rs ity of
Virginia, said colle_11e uJed to be
a time of exploration, but now
studc:n" mu" choo'le a major
that will guarantee succc:n in
the: job fmce.
" When I went to school in the
' 6111, it wa~ not uncommon to
be a liberal arts major,"
Pederman 1aid " Now if you're
a lihc:ral arts major, it mean~
you don 't know what you want
111 do ."
Another ex planation, llcnton
~aid, iJ better medtclllion f1.r
younitr pe11ple with menta l
pwblemt.
" A 11.11 of ~tudent• lun1.thm
well Cni/U¥}1 to get 111 t l•llege,"
t he uld
l'cderman agreed he Ita• \CC II
" more people 1.111ntn~ 111
f!J Vi. [ with
prc-cx,tl ng

depression."
Less stigma about seek ing
counseling is yet another reason. "People are a lot more
comfortable coming in [to the
counseling center]," Benton
said.
Because the study only
looked at the rural, 19,000-student Kansas State University,
its results are probably not a
direct reflection of the entire
country, she said.
Student
stress
at
the
Univers ity of Colorado at
Denver, Larsen said, may be
due to its position as an urban,
commuter university. Many of
its 11 ,000 students work full
time .
" Parking alone is enough to
give you a headache," she said.
However,
Rebecca
Davenport, a psychologist · at
Bowling
Green
State
University ~n Ohio, said the
trends she sees at the rural,
16,000-student university represent a larger picture.
Davenport
previously
worked at Mercyhurst College,
a private suburban college in
Erie, Pa., with 3,000 students.
Although
Mercyhurst
College had slightly more anxiety problems, overall " I was
seeing the same sorts of
issues," she said.
The study ended before the
terrorist attacks on Sept. II,
200 I. After Sept. II, Kansas
State University saw a drop in
the number of students visiting
the counseling center, which
Benton said was due to "a sense
of sol idarity that.. . pulled people into a sense of common care
and concern."
The effects of Sept. II on
students at other universities
were mixed.
Larsen said she saw "a ton"
of cases afterward at the
Uni versity of Colorado at
Denver, although many students
did not attribute their stress
directly to that event.
Federman said case numbers
at U. Va. did not increase, and
it 's too soon to predict the longterm effects of Sept. II .
The counseling centers have
tried to address the increase in
serious mental problems in sev eral ways.
The Univers ity of Colorado at
Denver teaches its counselors
more techniques to address anxiety, grief and loss. Coun~e lors
now focu~ on "stress inoculation ," which means teaching
preventive techniques for handling stre ss, Larsen said.
Craig Vick io, director of the
Bowlin~ Green State University
counseling center, said the center
improved
its
cmer11ency
response 8ystcm one and half
years ago.
" llecuuse uf the increMIIII!
numbers of cri sc~ and cmergen·
cics ... We have u system now in
place where throu11hout the duy
there's a penon unl11ncd fur
cmergcnclc•," he sahJ.
('uiJI1JChm htwc rcttllad they
111c the !runt line whcu It comes
tH scrluuJ problems . IJeutou.
•aid 2() yeHrs UIIO C!IUIIsclhtl!
ceutc r• did not worry about
diug~u,qiflg mcuUtlllluc•scs.
Now, •he snld, "we' re put
tlujt Hut 11rcs nwre"
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E-mail hoax at U. Illinois investigated
0
Message detailed newspaper's alleged distaste for the
university's student government
By-Krlsten Schorsch
Daily lllini (U. Illinois)
(U-WIRE)" CHAMPAIGN, 111.-Student go_vemment elections will continue March II desptte
a hoax e-mail that was sent to more than 20,000
University of Illinois at Urbana-Ch~pai~~ st~
dents on March 2 describing The Datly llhm editorial staff's supposed dislike of the school's student government.
. .
.
Sue Lewis, university deputy chtef mfonnatlon
officer at UIUC, said 255 different batches of
between 50 to I 00 e-mails were sent out. The emails were sent in a way that didn't overload the
e-mail server, Lewis said.
The Campus lnfonnation Technologi7s and
Educational Services operation staff momtors email traffic and looks for network problems.
When the batches were sent out, it looked like
nonnal traffic because the e-mail was sent in
small amounts, Lewis said.
Because of Student Election Commission constitutional bylaws, the commission's power to
cenSure candidates cannot be exercised during the
election if it was revealed that a candidate wrote
the e-mail, said Man Cheney, chair of the Student
Election Commission.
If the fraudulent e-mail becomes an issue, the
comm ission won't release election results,
Cheney said.
Pete Siegel, chief infonnation officer at UIUC,
said an individual from a specific IP address sent
the e-mail. An IP address is a unique identifier that
each computer connected to the Internet has.
Siegel said more than I 0 individuals might have
the same IP address that the e-mail was supposedly sent from.
The e-mail was signed "DI Editorial Staff" and
said the Daily Illini didn' t endorse a slate because
it was unhappy with Illinois Student Government
corruption. It also encouraged students to vote not
to retain the S I Student Service Fee.
The Daily Illini received the first report of the_ emai l around 5:45 p.m. on March 2. The Datly
Illini staff used the Tel net "finger" prompt to look
up the last IP addresses of all Illinois Student
Government executive board and student trustee
e lection candidates. The net ID of Students First

"A, I need to clear my
name and B, I need to
find out who it was."
-Students First presidential
camiidate Andrew Erskine
presidential candidate Andrew Erskine used the
same IP address that the e-mail was supposedly
sent from on the night o( March 2.
Erskine said he did not write the e-mail, and
said he believes he is being framed.
" I think there's someone who doesn't want me
to win this election and put my name on it," he:
said.
Erskine said he would file a complaint with the
university because he thinks someone broke into
his account.
"A, (need to clear my name, and B, I need to
find out who it was," Erskine said.
Siegel said CITES is investigating the e-mail
and doesn't have any suspects. However, correlations with e-mail accounts that were active and the
IP addresses and times that those e-mail addresses
were logged in have been fou~d. CITES_ is investigating login names _and w~tch machm_e those
Iogins were used at. Stege! satd CITES wtll gather infonnation, but will protect individual's privacy unless the Daily Illini files a fonnal complaint
with the university. Angie Leventis, Dl Editor-inchief, said she would discuss the decision with the
editorial board and the Illini Media Company publisher before fonnally filing a complaint.
Cheney said the commission and Illinois
Student Government are working together to
investigate the e-mail. He contacted vari?l!S slate
candidates and SEC members after recetvmg the
e-mail. Several candidates who responded denied
involvement and said they would help find out
infonnation regarding the e-mail, Cheney said.
Without proof, Cheney said he didn't want to
mention names of individuals he thought might be
involved.
" It would be irresponsible to implicate people
without proof," Cheney said.
Richard Justice, executive director ofthe Senate

See Hoax, page 9

Students spend time getting fake tans
0
Fake bak ing popular before
hitting the beach for spring break
By Emily Barnes
Daily Collegian (Pennsylvania State U.)
(U-W IR E) UNIVERSITY PARK, Pn. -Thc
electric beach, fake and bake. the tunninl! bedwhatever it might be called, getting a tan is an
essential for many spring breakers.
Although exposure to UV rays from tanning
comes with risks such as sk in ca ncer and wrinkles, many people still c hoose to tan before
heading off to warm destinations.
"I didn't want to burn," said Lindsey
Alexander a crime luw ami justice sophomore,
who wanted a busc tun before heuding ofT to San
Diego for the brenk .
Alex under, who went tanning for the first time
thi s year, snid that even though It is eKpensive,
it's worth It bccuu5e she notices the results.
" It 's fun to be tun," she suld . "I w11nt to be ublc
10 compete with nllthc 'all girls."
Alexander suld thut even though she Is ct>ncc rncd uboutthe risks of tunnlng, she tries to put
It out of her mind becuuse everyone tlues It.
Kelly Curluctl, 11 Ju nior tclccommunlcntluns
mujur und Melissa Tunncnbttum u Junior mur~ct·
in(i ml\)or, both employees ot' 1Io1 Iywoml Tuns,
suld that even with their sn lon's recent OJ!Ctth11!,
titer, have aeen on lncrcMc Itt business.
.. r hls WAS u II\IOd time to open bccnuse J)Cilplc
nrc tryln11 to 11et rcody for sprln11 brenk,"
'J'MI111CI1bbulfl 11\d.
The solon oN'crs three dllfcrcnttypes nf stnml·
1111 tunnhtll bouths.
"The 11'1' ~2 lbuoth l l• the most populnr with

spring breakers because it tans like the sun and
gives them a base tan," Carlucci said. She also
said the HT 42 contains 8 percent UV mys.
The HT 54 and HT 60 are more powerful and
give a golden-brown tan while using only 2-per.
cent UV rays, she said.
Carlucci said the booths are two to three ttmes
stronger than regular beds and the average tanning time is six to seven minutes per session.
Carlucci said that j ust as many men as women
are tanning.
.
" It's a vanity thing," she said. "I'm not gotng
anywhere, but I look like I did."
Ilollywood Tans also otli:rs an instant ttm for
those who want the look without the UV expo·
sure.
The six-second tnn works like n shower and
then dries to leave a golden color that lasts for
11vc to seven days.
Spring breakers can also npply their own ttln
with vnrious products found nt the drug sto~ or
mnkcup counter.
nrnnds such ns CopP<!rtone, Ncutrogcna and
Clinique nil mnkc selt-tnnncrs.
Vicki Forni, n C liniquc spokeswoman. snid
she sees 1111 incrcnsc In snles around spring
br~nk .

"Tho products hnve ~n il como tlrtlund nml
nrc no longer ortanl!c or st~nk,y," Forni s11ld.
Forni Slii!I!CStS nppl, illl! tho lllt\ncr II I~\\
weeks before lll>lnl! nwn on t"lrcnk nnd 11111111·
tnlnln11tho llppllcntions cvcr)' t\\'tl to throe d11,vs.
For sumo this mil,)' seem time consutnh\i. but
Forni snld It Is n nnt~h hcttcr MhcrnMI~ to the
hnrml\al lJV rnys.
"I prcnch sun sn l\lty nt my cmuatcr," she s<~l•l
.. rho scll~tnnnon du not J'l'\ltcct ~~lnst thc
sun- people still neat\ tn \\o~r satnhltll.'l.. \\tth
thom.'
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Bill would split Carbondale,
Edwardsville SIU campuses
0
Congressman wants to
promote his own area by dividing
the university into separate schools
By The Associated Press
EDWARDSVILLE, Ill. (AP)-A Metro East
lawmaker who bel ie ves the Southern Illinois
University campus would do better on its own
rather than linked to the SIU at Carbondale campus has submitted a bill to the state's House of
Representat ives that would split the two campuses.
The proposal made on Feb. 28 by Collinsville
Rep. Jay Hoffman would dissolve the nine-member board of directors that oversees the university.
The university also inc ludes a small satellite campus in Alton and a medical school in Springfield
in addition to the main campuses in Edwardsv ille
and in Carbondale.
Under the bi ll , the medical school would come
under the jurisdiction of the Edwardsville univers ity. Other assets would be split between the two
institutions.
Hoffman, a Democrat, said he wants to save the
state money. He a lso wants to promote his own
region, which is located near the Edwardsville
campus in St. Lou is. That campus is about I 00
miles from the much bigger Carbondale campus
· in far southern Illinois.
"S lUE [Edwardsville] has grown to a stature of

prominence in its own right and deserves the distinction of being an independent university,"
Hoffman said.
"Th is proposal will eliminate an unnecessary
level of administration that is costing Illinoi s
more money than necessary," he said.
Edwardsv ille administrators have not been
advocating the proposal, said Keith Nichols, a
spokesman for Sl UE. The school, which has about
I3,000 students, will conduct "business as usual"
until the legislature tells it otherwise, he said.
There are advantages to keeping the campuses
un ited, said Nichols and Steve Binder, the
spokesman for S IU President James Walker.
The current SIU system is "greater as a whole
than the sum of its parts," Binder said.
Rep. Mike Bost, a Republican whose district
includes the 22,000-student Carbondale campus,
lashed out at Hoffman for what he called a "vindictive" proposal by Democrats to "punish" the
Carbondale campus o'ver a personnel dispute.
Bost said Hoffman and other supporters were
angered when B inder was hired.
Binder served as spokesman for last year's
Republican attorney general candidate, Joe
Birkett, w hen Birkett ran against the w inner, Lisa
Madigan, daughter of Hou~e Speaker Mike
Madigan, D-Chicago.
Hoffman dismissed the accusation as "ridiculous ."
"Who's Steve Binder?" Hoffman said. "It has
absolutely nothing to do with that. This idea has
been around for 20 years."

Sanctions lodged against Quincy
fraternity involved in puppy death
0
Former frat's president is
charged with felony animal crueltyhe now faces .a $25,000 fine and up
to three years in prison
By The Associated Press
QUINCY, Ill. (AP)-A Quincy University fraternity has been temporari ly shut down after a
highly publicized incident involving a puppy that
was thrown from a Mississ ippi River bridge last
month.
Alpha Delta Gamma's national office ordered
the Quincy chapter to move o ut of its on-campus
house this week and suspe nded the university's 25
members. The university will he lp the disp laced
members fi nd housing.
The fraternity's St. Louis-based executive
counci l did not say how long the chapter house
would be c losed or when members might be reinstated.
The Quincy chapter was also ordered to reorganize its governing board, which w ill be monitored by the university and a new committee comprised of chapter alumni .

Wh ile the puppy's death was an isolated incident, strong action was needed "to show the uni versity and the entire community that we share
their outrage," Bryan Lind, national president of
the fraternity, said in a written statement.
"Sometimes, college students have to learn
something the hard way, and what our members at
Quincy are hopefully learning from this regrettable incident is that the actions of a few people,
or even one person, can be extremely harmful to
many others," Lind said.
Daniel Hollenkamp, who has since resigned as
the fraternity's president, was charged last week
with fe lony animal cruelty after the 14-week-old
puppy was thrown fro m the Bayview Bridge.
Hollenkamp, 22, a senior from Carlyle, faces up
to three years in prison and a $25,000 fine. He is
scheduled to appear March 19 in Adams County
Circuit Court.
Po lice reports indicate alcohol may have been
involved. The puppy, a border lab/terrier mix
owned by two other fraternity members, has not
been found.
Alpha Delta Gamma imposed sanctions after a
meeting with James Reis, the university's dean of
students. The fraternity warned that fa ilure to
comply could result in expulsion of members and
revocation of the chapter's charter.

Hoax
Continued from Page 8
Committee on Student Discipline, said consequences from the e-mai l can be severe. Justice
sa id the e-mai l contains code v io lations with the
misuse of computer resources. Justice said the
appropriate committee on student conduct wi ll
address the issue. If the e-mail was sent by an
individual who isn't a student, possible criminal
charges could be filed.
Results range from community service to dismissal from the university.
University Police Capt. Kris Fitzpatrick sa id
univers ity police investigate crimes only if they
are committed on university property.
Chuck Thompson, manager of system services
in the Computer Science Department, said it is
possible to break into individual e-mail accounts.

He said if an individual did not logoff of their
comp uter, someone could access the ir e-mai l
account.
In addition, ISG Chief of Staff Brian Colgan
said the ISG website was altered around I :30 a.m.
on March 3. Colgan said he was in the ISG office
in the lll ini Union getting links for different referendums for the next day's elections when he
noticed the website was blank with the words
" ISG IS WORTHLESS" across the top.
Cheney said he isolated the server off of the
network while he and Chris Clausen, a computer
consultant, worked for about an hour to secure the
web server.
Cheney said Clausen reported the incident to
the university.
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Black universities
struggle to stay afloat
schools receive federal aid to
help them cope; the Bush
administration has proposed a
5 percent funding increase-to
$224 million-for historically
black colleges in the 2004 federal budget.
The money will help the
schools. But if the University
By Ruby Bailey
of Michigan loses in court,
Knight Ridder Newspapers
more blacks are likely to seek
out black institutions, expens
(KRT)ATLANTA-The fed- said .
The concern is that the
eral government knew it had a
mess on its hands at the end of stronger ones may not be able
the Civil War-4 million to absorb them all. And the
emancipated slaves, few of weaker schools-those that say
them educated enough to earn a they aim to help poorer students and admit students less
living.
So the Bureau of Refugees, likely to be accepted elseFreedmen and Abandoned where-may not be around.
"The tragedy is, here you've
Lands
used
confiscated
Confederate land and $400,000 got Bush tryi ng to cut back
to found schools for blacks, affirmative act ion, which is
whose education was i!legal in going to drop black enroll ment
at white institutions, and at the
the antebe llum South.
Many of those schoo ls - same time black schools are
public and private institutions struggling," said Emil T homas,
known today as 1-listorically 46, a graduate of Bis hop
Black
Colleges
and College in Dallas, a historically
Universities- have been strug- black school that closed in
1988 despite fund-raising
gl ing ever since.
Today, some of the I 03 efforts by Thomas and others.
"We're caught in a vice,"
schools face the worst crises in
their history. Fifteen percent sa id Thomas, a pastor in
Washington
, D.C.
are on warning or probation
Struggles are a tradition for
~latus with accreditation agencies. Many can barely meet black colleges.
Parts of the South were still
thei r payrolls.
Morris Brown College in burning when northern misAtlanta and Mary Holmes sionaries began setti ng up
College in West Point, Miss. schools in church basements
have lost their accreditation. and union camp shacks.
They called themse lves colGrambling State University in
Grambling, La., is on probation leges and universities, but theirafter auditors couldn 't make college-age ex-slaves couldn 't
sense of its accounting records. read or write. They were, howThe problems threaten to ever eager. Some gave what
drive students away, scare off pennies and nickels they had.
donors and close some smaller Others gave from their crops.
colleges- all at a time when Still others gave land.
Spelman College, an alltwo University of Michigan
affirmative action cases before women's school in Atlanta,
the Supreme Court have made started in the basement of
the education of black students Friendship Church with II students. The room had dirt floors.
a subject of national attention.
Scattered mostly throughout Students kneeled, facing the
the South from Texas to seats of the pews to write.
Florida, historically black When it rained, the floors
schools helped educate much turned to mud. If the sun didn't
of the nation's black middle shine, there was no light.
Angry whites threatened the
class. Thirty percent of blacks
who hold doctorates earned schools. Many had watchtowthem from b lack colleges, as ers that their students manned
did 35 percent of African- at night until quite recently.
Henry Drewry recalls lookAmerican lawyers, 50 percent
of black engineers and 65 per- ing across the campus of
Talladega College in Talladega,
cent of black physicians.
Such schools also "remain A la. -a school also now on
the cultural repository for probation- and seeing Ku
African-American
history," Klux Klan rallies along the
said M. Christopher Brown, a road that cuts through the
professor and researcher at the school's campus.
"It happened too freq uently
Center for the Study of Higher
Education at Pennsylvania to make life comfortable," said
Drewry,
78, a 1948 graduate
State Univers ity.
Desegregation opened the and the co-author of Stand and
Private
Black
doors for blacks to attend tradi- Prosper:
tionally white schools, but in Colleges and Their Students.
"But what we had on that
the process sapped the historically black schools of some of campus-the edu cation, the
support-outweighed
what the
the brightest African-American
students and professors. T he outside world could do."

0
Fifteen percent of
schools are on
warning or probation
notice with accreditation agencies

Visit us online
www.columbiachronicle.com
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You are cordially invited to an exhibition of work by Columbia
College Senior Seminar graduates

COL ~

Senior Seminar Program
33 E. Congress, Suite 420 & 404
Opening reception: March 19th from 5-8 pm - Performances at 6:30 pm
Exhibit hours (M-F) 10-5 or by appointment
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Exposure

Patriot Act: the sequel
Attorney General John Ashcroft
and company are once again preparing
to rock the boat of American civil libenies this year in what we can only
hope will not become some kind of
near-annual tradition for our fine
country. That's right, the Depanment
of Justice is ready to funher gut the
Constitution with "Patriot Act II," the
sequel to 200 I 's controvers ial piece of
legislation bearing the same title.
It 's been known for months now
that Assistant Attorney General for the
Office of Legal Policy Viet Dinh has
been compiling a wish list for expanding the original Patriot Act, which
loosened regulations on federal officials' abilities to track and intercept
communications for intelligence purposes. Few, however, could have
expected what was to come.
The Center for Public Integrity
leaked an early draft of the 120-page
document to the public last month,
which can currently be found on their
website. Until that point, the
Depanment of Justice had maintained
that no such legislation was in the
works.
The
Domestic
Security
Enhancement Act of 2003 (aka Son of
Patriot Act) proposes, among dozens
of other expansive measures, the following provisions:
-A warrant issued for one function of a multifunction device (for
example, a cell phone that can send email or text messages) would allow
access to all of its functions.
- Disclosure of information about
terrorism investigation detainees
would be prohibited.
-A DNA identification database
would be created to hold the genetic
information of anyone detained under
suspicion of being a terrorist.
-The act would allow the government to obtain financial information
(credit records) about targets "without
issuing multiple time-consuming subpoenas," enabling investigators "to

obtain credit repons on vinually the
same terms that private entities may."
- It would expand authorization
for the attorney general to utilize wiretapping measures without a court
order, not only during wanime, but
also when "Congress authorizes the
use of 1)1ilitary force, or after the
United States has suffered an attack
creating a national emergency" (this
seems tailor-made for the situation in
which we ·find ourselves now).
- It would change the definitic>n of
a foreign power to include "lone
wolves" (individual terrorists).
-Immediate expatriation (deportation) of anyone involved in conduct
considered to be aligned with a terrorist group.
These suggestions (remember, this
is only a draft) are all being justified in
the name of domestic terrorism, which
the original USA Patriot Act broadly
defines as "any action that endangers
human life that is a violation of any
federal or state law."
Under Patriot II, .the government
wouldn't need a coun order to look at
credit records or obtain a DNA sample.
The easy access to credit re~ords is
especially disturbing, given the
amount of information these records
contain, such as employment history
and addresses.
We already know our government
is rounding up peop le to question
about terrorism theoretically to prevent funher attacks on our nation, but
many of these people are guilty of
nothing.
This bill attempts to take away
even more of their human rights than
the existing Patriot Act did .
In a nutshell, what this legislation
would do is let the government know
more about us while shrouding its own
activities under a veil of secrecy.
This is exactly the type of civil
repression and extreme legislation that
AI Qaeda could have only hoped to
create with the attacks on Sept. II .

Bushwhacked! Portraits in history

Bush should surrender for Lent
At a press conference o n the
evening of Thursday, March 6,
President Bush reiterated his conviction to "disarm" Iraqi leader Saddam
ll ussein.
During the Q-and-A ponion of the
press conference, Bush was asked a
question on how his faith was guiding
him during the current international
connict.
Rush's answer? lie said his faith
sustains him.
"Because I pray daily," Bush told
the American people. " I pray for guidance and wisdom and s trength. If we
were to t-om mit our truop1, if we were
to commit our troops, I would pray for
their safety. And I would pray for the
~afety of innocent Iraqi livcHa1 well."
Well, l're~idcnt llu~h i~ not praying
hard enuugh.
Mt~st religivn, wuuld agree that
human life is ~acred
But there i8 an old war adage that
goe• •omething like thi ~ : "( i(>d i• un
our

~ ide ."
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If there is a God, would she or he
choose sides? A true God would love
all his or her creations equally, as parents do their children.
Bush is praying for the safety of
innocent Iraqis, but has no qualms
about raining thousands of bombs
down on them. There is no accurate
number of how many Iraqi civilians
died in the Gulf War, but most estimates range in the hundreds of thousands. And , as always in war, there
would be innocent deaths.
Bush's drive toward war is even
more ironic now during Lent, the 40day -long season when ChristiiUls prepare for Easter, the ce lebration of the
resurrection of Jesus. Muny Chr istian
denomination~.
including
the
Methodist Church (of which 13ush Is n
practlcirtl! mernhcr), re4uirc followers
tu sucri fice sumethin11 for the purpos·
es of remembrance und cleansing.
If llush truly hus J'olth, he should
s urremler his fuvurlte ltctlvlty : bcutln11
the drums uf wur.

f1dltOtlllt II ttl lt'Ht OJIIII Iolll Of 11!1 l!diiUIIt l
Uto•td tA lhl9 (.1llumlJIJI C hrc.mlfilt C.:UIUIJint tilt tt11

(Jf lhtl •ulhOt(l)
Vltwe ,,,,.... d In thlt publloetton ,.,,
{ljJIIIIWII

th(ltt of the writer •nd ,,. ttOt the oplntont or
the CulurniJII Chrottltllt, Culumblt't Jour111lltm
fJ~tJ.Htr1met~t ,, Columhl•

Cull•u• Chro.uo

L'"'" to Ute ldiiOf mutt InClude )'0111 1\JM ,.,.,.,
yut, n11JI)r, •nd 1 !~hone nutnbtr All IO«trt ar• tdllld
lut U'"'""'"' 11nd m1y bt cut dut 10 the HmHed •n10Uitt
ol tptdl ••tllabte
LtH119 con bt rt•td to Ul II (~11) :144..031,
1 -10 ChronlciiOcolum.ldu Of tNIIId 10
Wll Co!umbtl C'-'lolt t/o LA1tM 10 lht ldllor, U~ I.
Wllboth 11.... lulll 101, ChloiQO, IL 10101,
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Student publications need promotion
dents who pack the elevators wearing
their walkmans are tuned into it. Not that
it is my station of choice, but it's just
amazing how many students don't even
know we have a radio station, much less
give it a listen.
Among others on the list are the South
Loop Review and the Columbia Poetry
Review, both of which are produced
annually and sponsored by the English
J)epartment.
The Columbia Poetry Review is distributed nationally with a 2,500 circulation and aside from our bookstore, it can
be purchased at such stores as Barnes and
Noble and Bo rders.
The Fiction Writing Department annually distributes Hair Trigger.
The "publications" page on the college's website is a good concept, but the
lack of Columbia spirit is conveyed there
as well.
First of all, it hasn 't been updated
since March 19, 2002. Wrong links and
old information can mislead not only current students, but potential students as
well.
Second, I find it interesting that the
list contains only those works funded by

By Emily Smith
Commentary Editor

tiona) amount is provided; It must come
from their original funding.
Often, organizations will hold bake
sales and such to raise the extra money.
Then, the members themselves volunteer
their time to produce it.
Now that's heart.
One such magazine is Loop Hole. It's
a literary art magazine published annually
by Columbia Pride. It features gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender-related
work by students, teachers and faculty.
Last year was its first appearance. This
year's release party will be May 5.
"Since Loop Hole is a new publication
put out by Columbia, I can understand it
not being recognized yet," said Lori
Bieniek, Columbia Pride's president.
Although not being listed on the website probably isn't helping too much,
either.
The Writing Center Community
Organization will also be releasing a second issue of its literary magazine, Asphalt
(formerly known as Slipstream), in early
May. The Foreigner is a paper put out by
the International Student Organization.
What is listed on the webs ite is
Adcult, a magaz ine in the works by the

Columbia puts out a number of student and faculty publications, aside from
the Chronicle, of course.
One example is Echo--a magazine
created entirely by students in the
Journalism Department, published twice a
year and available pretty much anywhere
on campus free of charge.
Gravity is another. It is put out four
times a year and is geared toward graduate students and a lumni.
But there is a list of other Columbia
publications that go virtua lly unnoticed.
· I would like to assume that students
do read about Columbia and the work that
is produced here, but it's hard.
With a student body of more than
9,000, we have received only two letters
to the editor here at the Chronic le since
the beginning of this semester.
Either students don't read us, or they
don't care enough to voice their opinion.
Both scenarios are di sappointing.
It doesn 't take that much effort to
learn about the college community you
of.
have chosen to be a
But,ofcours~ ·r=~~--------------------------------------------------------~
the message
I' m
trying
to convey
here won ' t reach
the people it's
intendedfor.After

~::ii~h~:2i~~e~e

fwantto
believe that students care. I want
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Who wants to be 'Married by America'?
(U-WIRE) FORT COLLINS, Colo.Growing up, I was convinced that every
fight my parents had would end up in
sudden divorce.
I would spend nights pondering with
whom I would choose to live after they
inevitably split up.
But strangely, their occa~ional fights
never ended in the divorce that a 12year-old imagines it will.
They've been married now almost 30
years.
, On March 3, Fox premiered a new
reality series {for those of you worried
we were coming to the end of them)
aimed at bolstering the moral makeup of
o ur country.
The premise of "Married by
America" is that singles, fed up with
whatever scene they happen to be in,
agree to let the TV audience pick a mate
for them.

While there are safeguards such as
friends and family who get to whittle the
soul mate choices down to two prospective mates, the couple gets engaged
w ithout seeing each other. Then they get
married.
Yowza!
The producers said that since the
divorce rate in the United States is
around 50 percent, what do these contestants have to lose? After all, arranged
marriages have a fairly long and successful history. Where would Fiddler on
the Roof be without them?
But "Married by America" doesn't
have the safeguards built into it that a
c ulture of arranged marriages usually
does. The typical arranged marriage
relies on intensive family involvement in
the match. It also doesn't hold divorce
up as the newest sacrament.
Divorce for our culture has essentially become the final stage of marriage. It
is commonplace and sad. We have
unwittingly created for ourselves a society that makes huge commitments in
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to think that this
•
college- known
- ~
for it's liberal
• • •
thinking and creative energy-is
different from the
surrounding universities.
But I find that
if we were a small
suburban community, we wouldn't
have block parties
or neighborhood
watches.
We pride ourselves on being diffurent, but weare L____:::~~~--~~~~~~~~~-=~~~~~~~~~::~~~--~~--~~~---=~
so focused on our
John WesVChronicle
individuality that we
Marketing Communications Department.
departments at Columbia. There are
lack the support of a greup.
Although the concept is intriguing, it is
many other organizations that strive to
A list Qf our student publications and
sti ll being developed and has yet to be
get acknowledged with minimal funds.
projects can be found on Col umbia's
In order for a student organization to
published.
website under "publications," at
The magazine is probably on the webput out a publication, it must first be rechttp://www.colum.edu/infodesklpublicasite because the idea was fresh and new
ognized as an organization. Dominic
tions.html. It 's a small cheat sheet to
in 2002, when the website was last updatCottone, director of Studept Leadership,
browse in order to appear as if you give a
works with students to meet such qualified.
damn. But I hope that, after giving them a cations.
So now a publication that doesn't
look, you will.
Once that is complete, they are allocat- exi st and can't be read is listed on the
The list even contains WCRX, which
page, while other publications are striving
ed a particular amount of money. If they
is our commerc ial-free student radio stafor exposure.
then wish to create a publication, no a,dditio.n at 88.1 FM. I highly doubt that stuSomething is wrong with this picture.
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moments of bliss, and then walks away
when things get di cey.
But things w ill always get dicey.
That's the kicker about marriage. There's
a line in the film, The River Wild where
Meryl Streep's character is talking to her
mom about the toughness of marriage.
Streep asks, "Did you ever want to
quit?"
Her mom, married to the same man
for decades and decades responds, " Of
course I wanted to quit. But quitting
wasn't an option for us."
And what if it wasn't fo r us, either?
What if we demanded a society that
stopped feeding us crap? And what if we
stopped eating it?
" Married by America" is sad, not
because people are so .desperate for
fame, money, or even marriage that they
would subject themselves to a reality
show.
It's sad because we live in a society
where the show is aired on prime time,
where a show like this is even made at
all.
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
Project manager
responds to student's
OASIS concerns
This is in response to the concerns
vojced by Christopher Jobson in the
March 3 edition of the Chronicle.
First, let me address comment No. 3,
the serious charge that OASIS is not safe,
that users can hack into other students'
passwords and that their e-mail is not protected.
From the outset, it has been possible
and was recommended that students
change their iMail passwords immediately
upon entering the system.
Instructions have been provided, as
follows:
l . To access your OASIS e-mail
account while you are in the OASIS portal, click on the e-mail icon located in the
upper left-hand comer of the portal page.
To access your OASIS e-mail account outside the OASIS Portal, type in:
http://myoasis.colum.edu.
2. When logging into your OASIS email account, your user I D is
firstname.lastname. (Your e-mail login is
not the same as your OASIS usemame.)
Be sure to type in your first and last name
exactly as they appear in your OASIS
infonnation letter. The e-mail password
issued by Columbia is the same as your
OASIS password.
3. To change your e-mail password,
select "change password" from the personal account options menu.
4. Please note, the OASIS login password and e-mail password are not connected. and can be different.
As for changing the password for the
portal, it is a bit more difficult to identify
another's identity because the student's ID
is required. OASIS does not use social
security numbers as an ID, but generates a
random number. Again, the password for
the portal can be changed. Here are the
instructions for changing the portal pass-

word, which are quoted from the student
help infonnation OASIS provided for students.
I. Sign on to the OASIS portal homepage, http://oasis.colum.edu.
2. Type in your OASIS usemame and
·password.
3. Using the student menu, select "profile," then "change password" to change
your login password.
4. The password should be changed
from the Columbia-issued password as
soon as possible.
Please note that we have opened an
Internet cafe in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
building for use by students from 8 a.m.
until I 0 p.m. There are 50 computers-both PCs and Macs. Students who do not
own computers can work in the cyber
cafe!. In addition, a computer " superlab"
is planned for the residence hall at 731 S.
Plymouth Court. This lab will be open 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
Let me address the rest of your comments: The OASIS logo has been replaced
with a crisp new logo. After extensive
testing for the past six months, we have
not encountered the problem you describe
with page resizing. Help is avai lable, listed alphabetically by topic . We are adding
infonnation to help as topics are presented. At this point in time, there is help
avai lable for topics that s tart with the letters A, F, H, l, L, S and W (A for
announcements, etc.).
In addition, see the various venues for
help that are Iisted at the end of this letter.
I would like to point out that the portal
and e-mail are just two modules of this
comprehensive service system.
At the present time, undergraduate
admissions is saving l 0 to 15 hours per
week on the new OAS IS system, which
automatically generates
letters of
acknowledgement, letters requesting
missing documents and letters of acceptance. Students are now able to receive
notification about their applications much
faster than in the past.

In the fall, all undergraduates and
graduate students will be registering
online. Registration will take place in the
cyber cafe and "superlab" in order to provide assistance to students, should they
need it.
Student billing and financial a id systems will be in place for fall registration.
Also in the works is an onli ne degree
audit from which students will be able to
detennine what courses they need in order
to fulfill their degree requirements. They
will be able to do a " what it'?" to see what
courses would be required should they
wish to change majors. The degree audit is
planned for release in the 2003 -2004 academic year.
We are also working to integrate existing software for student housing,
PeopleSoft financials, and a room scheduling system.
As l said, the system is "going to roll
out in stages." It was felt that one of the
most important elements of OASIS would
be to provide e-mail as early as possible to
foster better communication among students and faculty.
A Learning Management System,
which a llows faculty and students to share
infonnation such as class sy llabi and class
records, conduct discussions online, and ·
even conduct an entire course online has
been implemented. Faculty training on the
LMS has been conducted for the past several months and is ongoing.
You suggest that someone be given the
job of OASIS administrator to ans wer the
multitude of questions that arise. Let me
point out where you can go for help.
I. The student help desk phone number is (312) 344-7788.
2. E-mail help can be obtained at studentoasis@colum.edu.
This is where you can go to have your
individual questions answered. Each and
every student question is responded to on
an individual basis.
3. Online help is available at
http://cit.colum.edu/studentinfo/ info.html
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(OASIS updates, - announcements and
FAQs)
4. Students can take an onlme OASIS
tutorial at http://cit.colum.edu/OASIS.
I trust that knowing about these various opportunities for help with OASI S,
along with the infonnation I have presented here about how to change passwords
and keep e-mail safe, and will put your
mind at ease and allow you to recognize
OASIS as the important communication
tool that it is.
- Dorothy
Manager

Dare/OASIS

Project

Compliments rare,
but they exist
In his " In the Loop" column on March
3, News Editor Chris Coates issued a
plaintive plea to Journalism Department
grizzled veterans to give him and the
Chronicle staff an " attaboy" for all of their
hard work.
He also asked for our advice. Here's
mine.
After nearly 40 years in daily newspapering, the one continuing thing [ learned
is that rarely do journalists ever get compliments for what they have done. Most of
the extremely ·rare feedback is complaining and. often, nitpicking.
But l have also learned something just
as important. The best compliment a journalist can receive is to know that people
are reading your work. And when someone
complains, that means they are reading.
It's the best compliment a journalist can
get.
But if that message hasn't sunk in to
the younger members of the profession
quite yet, I will yield just this one time.
Attaboy.

- Robert DaviJ/JoumalUm Department
adjunct faculty
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AVEDA INSTITUTE
CHICAGO
/828 NORTH CLARK STRE [I

START FRESH WITH CAREER TRAINING AT AVEDA

"Blood is the Fuel of Life"
All those who present to
donate at any mobile blood drive
or donor center between

March 1' 2003 t)
April30, 2003
will be eligible to enter
a random drawing to win this
2003 Chrysler Sebring Convertible.

Step into a career that rewards your creative talent, and
recognizes wellness and environmental awareness as
important va lues. Aveda can tra in you toward licensing in
sa lon/spa cosmetology and esthetics-each a field of pure
and growing prom ise. Business skills, retailing knowledge
and an appreciation for well-being of m ind and body round
out your curriculum for success. Be Inspired. Feel welcomed.
Call the Aveda Institute Chlcaso at 773.289.156o. Make a
chanse today - next CosmetoloSY class startlns April 15, 2003
and June 24, 2003!

where can you go next
with aveda?

UF~URCE
Blood Services

In cooperation with DaimlerChrysler Corporation

Call to sc11edule vour appointment todav.

1-BJJ-liFESOURCE
Mull be 18.,...oroldertoenter-CWnot rwwferMM rd notredeemab'etorcaeh-Cet make or model .-e not
~-C. ---~-~for oN opplica!>lelnoomo taxoo - Anooulcemontol
-wll bo an Moy B, 2003-ITICM ..,,.._ ond thllrlm.-lo fomly mom..... .,. not eligible to pol1icipeloOno .,try por pddporO- No blood - · '**""'Y·

Take a break,
from exams!
Get birth control without getting naked!
Come In for a consultation and get birth control without a
pelvic exam.
And now throug, the end of March, bringthisad to our loop
Health Center and receive a free pack of pills, N uvaring•,
or a dozen conclomsatthe time ofyourvlsltl (Cost of oftlce
visit not Included)

Be OM of the 17 to 2• YQr
who will rna~ o difference ,
and build <Xmocroey tftrt'l•••a"'..nati01)81 service!

Planned Parenthood
Loop Health Center
18 S. Michigan Ave. 6th Floor
Call first for an appointment
312-592-6700
Only one coupon Pl!f cusaomer - Of'Jer ecplres March 31, 200J

rfjJ Pla~ned Parenthood•
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Celebrating

* STRONG WOMEN * RIVETIN~;
•• ·•

.•

Holcln Gallery
623 s. Wabash

I

Chiceel, IL 60605

MULIEBRAL
!x.-noN

DATa:
March 20 - April 12, 2003
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9am-7pm, Fri. 9am-5pm
Reception: Thurs., March 20, 5-7pm

Ex..mcJN CURATID BY:
Kathryn Lovesky
,..._UNClE Ella••:
Thurs., April 10, 7-10pm
Hokin Annex 623 S. wabash

PERfoRMANcE CUIA1'ID BY:
J.T. Newman

Qua noNS?
Please Call 312/~7696
www.colum.edu/hokin
Sponsored by c•spaces, a diYision of Student Affairs,
paid b by Student Activity fees.

lie---

0 2003 ICathtyn l.ovesky, Untitled

Friday, March 28. 2003, 5

pm

Gallery Hours:
M/TH 10am • 7pm
T/W/F 10am • 5pm
SA by annnii'\~MID.n~

1: ~..L4: .~&t•'+.Qt~o·
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C • spaces presents:

A month and a half long festival of works
and panel discussions In all media.

March 17- May 2, 2003
2 Exhibitions, Panel discussions,
Film screenings, Performances
BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN
Watch www.colum.edujspaces for more dates in April!

Heart of a Woman:
Celtic Songs of Love, Loss and Valor

Jamie O'Reilly folksinger in concert
with Michael Smith, guitar
Monday, March 17th

r

1:00- 2:00PM
Hokin Annex
623 South Wabash, Chicago
1st floor

f.:t_CE\'JED .....

-

MAR 1 0 .J· J:i

I
J
COWMSIA COLLEGE USRf..RY j
Dan Tucker,
Chicago TMbune Music Critic says,

Free and open to the public
Questions: Call312/344-7696
www.colum.edu/spaces

"Jamie's voice has an open-air freshness that puts
a bloom on everything she sings...I am particularly
vulnerable to her singing ot the Irish ballads...
she'd bring tears out of a glass eye."

SPEC

L

OPENM.IC
<

• Celebrllllrll

STRONG WOMEN

RIVETING ART
2008*

1'eelurlfte

~CHtme~ANIMAL
~


. With Spectel QIHIIItS:

···aaG SMITJf .

.·

.·

Thurnay, March 27, 2003
Show nme 8:30pm - 10pm
Open Mlc SICn Up epm.8:30pm In
Holcln Annex. F1.-oome, 11..-t.....-...
For performece end·admiulon

one per.on In your crouP must be a
Columbia atudent.wtat aprtnc 200810.
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manifest03l:S8Jftew
Columbia College Chicago Urban Arts Festival : May 22

CALL ·FOR DEMO

r

from graduating senior students

i .
I
I

l

....

.

~

•

--

•

-~

·

~·SPACES

is accepting demo submissions from bands and solo
musical artists. Selected artists will be featured at Manifest03
on May 22, 2003 at outdoor sound stages around campus.

DEMO SUBMISSION DATE: March 1 2, 2003
DROP OFF: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash

DEMO SUBMISSION CRITERIA
> At least one member of the group must be

of graduating senior status (the completion of
90 credits or more). We prefer that the entire
group be comprised of Columbia students.
> Demo must be on a CD, video or audio tape
and of good sound and/or visual quality.
> Demos must be clearly labeled with the title
of group, contact number and e-mail address.
> Submitted demos will not be returned.

Artists selected will be posted at
the Hokln Annex March 14, 2003

AR1s & ENTERTAINMENT
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Columbia makes a doctor out of Russell Simmons
0

Def Poetry event concludes African Heritage Celebration

By Michael Hirtzer
A&E Editor
Def Poet Kevin Coval led·
the audience in a chant in tribute to the late Jam Master Jay.
Poets, rappers, students, children and parents chanted: "Not
bad meaning bad, but bad
meaning good. Not bad meaning bad, but bad meaning
good."
It's the refrain of " Peter
Piper," a song off Raising Hell,
an album by Run-DMC, a
group Russell Simmons broke
in the early 1980s through his
groundbreaking hip-hop label,
Def Jam Records. ' It's also a
hip-hop ethos, a slogan of
sorts; early hip-hop artists took
the trials and tribulations of the
streets and made them their
own, wrapping them in clever
wordplay.
And many artists-RunDMC, the Beastie Boys and
Public Enemy, for examplewouldn't have had the chance
to express themselves had it
not been for Simmons, who
also founded " Def Comedy
Jam,"
"Russell
Simons
Presents Def Poetry" and the
Phat Farm clothing company.
For that, his charity work
and for bringing his Def Poets
to a fund-raiser at the Metro
Thursday, March 6, Simmons
will receive an honorary doctorate from Columbia, according
to President Warrick L. Carter
who announced the news at a
private party at the president's
mansion that preceded the poetry event and again at the actual
event at the Metro.
Simmons will receive the
honorary doctorate at this year's
commencement on June 1.
Asked what he thinks of the
honor, Simmons said, "they're
f---king up the credibility of
the school."
Asked again, he repeated
the same answer and then
said: " It's a beautiful school. It
represents a model. All of the
schools in America should be
like this-the di versity and the
promotion of fine art. Young
people, for the most part, have
been locked out of[the arts] in
high school."

Speaking after a Q-and-A
session that fo llowed the poetry performance, Simmons
sai d, " I'm proud to be a tool
and I'm glad we raised a lot of
money."
According to Vice President
of Student Affairs Mark Kelly,
the event raised $45,000,
which wi ll be used for scholarships for Chicago public
high school students who want
to attend Columbia.
Kelly said the event was "a
great culmination" and the
of
African
conclusion
Heritage Celebration.
The
performing
poets
included Coval, Malik Yusef,
Kayo, Bassey and Jessica Care
Mqore. Two Co lumbia students, Prince Akbar and
Maximino Arcineago, won a
chance to perform through a
spoken-word contest.
Akbar performed a poem
about George W. Bush, in
which he asked: "How are you
going to scare Osama when a
bag of pretzels gives you
drama?"
Before his performance,
Yusef said " it's a blessing to
be received ... ! love every
time I can speak to the people."
Coval added, "I'm excited.
I'm glad to be at the Metro.
Malik and I are from Chicago.
So it's nice to have the opportunity to play our hometown."
Simmons said he was happy
to be in Chicago, promoting
an art form "where Puff
Photos by Adrian S. Burrows/Chronicle
Daddy and Jay-Z are more (Above Right) Russell Simmons talks to the audience during a Q-and·A sess ion after a Del Poetry event,
well liked than [George W.] Thursday, March 6 at the Metro. (Above Left) Del Poet Bassey performs a poem titled 'An Open Letter to My Ex·
Bush and Colin Powell."
Boyfriend.'

Stay tuned for Frequency TV
By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer
In an effort to get student films and
performances more exposure, Columbia
wi ll supplement the regular Columbia
College Televis ion programm ing with the
student-run Frequency TV.
According to Operations Manager
Chris West, Frequency TV will be an
extension of CCTV.
" We needed to do this for a lo ng time
to service the co llege and tbe students,"
he said. "Students do a lot of work that
does not get see n by an aud ience.
Students
from
the
Television
Department rarely get to see other student's work. We are really trying to
bring the students work into focus."
West said the new station will cover
dance recitals, concerts and film screenings, focusing ultimately on student participation.
West not only wants to air films and

recitals, he wants the students to talk
about their work.
"We want the students to talk about
their work process, what motivated
them , their feelings on the work," he
sa id.
West also said that a ll the beh ind-thescenes work is being done by students.
"Students will get a great working
experience. [Through] scheduling [and]
production, students wi ll really be building a concrete fou ndation and establish
the how, where and why of the business."
Nothing is set in stone o n the limitations of the new station, and West admits
it is still in the beginning stages.
Frequency TV has begun accepting films
and West encourages students to get more
involved.
" We just started working on it this
semester, so far we are just getting the
ground work together so we can be ready
to kick it off this fall ," he said. "Right

now we are just planning on how best to
do things. We will really be having a trial
semester over the summer so we are prepared for this fa ll."
Executive Producer and senior television major, Chris Johnson said they plan
to pitch the idea to smaller cable stations
in the future, but for now they have to
work with what they have .
"We are planning on doing about six
ho urs a week, we would love to do a 24hour program," Johnson said.
Johnson, who is a lso the producer of
CCTV, said CCTV is limited on what it
can cover. She said she wa5 excited
when West carne to her with the idea for
Frequency TV.
" I think it is a great opportunity for students ... it really is ground breaking," she
said. "Students can list on their resumes
that they had their work a ired or actually
have a copy of the broadcast to show.
"We want to include the whole school.
Everything and anything we get o ur

hands on we will try to air," Johnson
said.
West said they started collecting work
in February and a lready have a few students submitting their work.
"This really has a lot of potential," he
said. "CCTV still showcased students'
work, but we are going to take that a step
up and make it a full presentation.
"We have plans to a ir in a ll the campus
bui ldings, and hopefully get it a ired in
dorm rooms on campus." West said. "We
are open to any comments, suggestions or
questions students may have about airing
their work."
Anyone interested in getting their work
aired on Frequency TV can send their
tapes to Chris West at 600 S. Michigan
Ave., Television Department, 14th Floor.
Chicago, IL 60605. Or if you wish to
deliver it personally it can be left in Chris
Wests mailbox on the 14th floor. For
more information contact cj4frequency@aol.com.
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Art Review

Art-chitecture
0
Exhibit at the MCA focuses on
designs, visions
Sugimoto's current exhibit are
very recognizable through the
veil
of haze he has dropped over
Staff Writer
them. By blurring each image,
Landmarks shot out of focus Sugimoto tries to distract the
convey the elusive idea of how v iewer 's attention from the
architectural visions turn into familiar architectural landmarks
masterpieces in the work of pho- to show the vis ion each architect
tographer Hirosh i Sugimoto. His experienced before going to the
exhibit "Architecture" is now on drawing board.
display at the Museum of
The exhibit 's installation of
Contemporary Art, 220 E. free standing walls, designed by
Sugimoto, recreates an urban
Chicago Ave .
Started in 1997. as a commis- environment. It fulfills the
sion for a survey exhibition of artist's idea of emphasizing each
20th century architecture, the building by eliminating every
collection of 30 black-and-white point of reference or backgelatin silver prints depicts ground.
buildings ranging from the
Each building is taken out of
World Trade Center and Empire its urban context a nd looks
State Building to the Eiffel almost like a model before its
Tower and The Chapel of Notre construction . Eliminating all
Dame du Haut at Ronchamp.
details, Sugimoto has emphaSugi moto, who mixes his own sized contours and o verall
chemicals and develops his own image. Natural light, captured at
d igitally unedited prints, has different hours of the day, not
established a name with pho- only reinfo rces the contours, but
tographs of empty movie the- also implies one more symbolic
idea: the moment of vision .
aters and endless seascapes.
With "Architecture" he continAmong the masterpieces of
ues his almost obsessive explo- Frank Lloyd Wright, Frank
ration of time and space using Gehry and Antonio Gaudi, are
some of the techniques he has the images o f some less recogused in previous works-very nizable structures such as Otto
long exposure, black-and-white Wagner's Austrian Post Office,
documentary quality and natural Eric
Gunnar
Asplund's
light free of manipulation.
Stockholm City Library and
The o ut-of-focus objects of even some interior photographs.

By Ana Hrlstova

This interesting approach suggests Sugimoto's aspiration to
prove that every human creation
began the same way-as a
vaguely defined idea in the
deepest corners of the visionary's mind.
Walking through the galleries,
one can't help but lose all grasp
of time, place and even reality
little by little. The artificial
cityscape built of freestanding
walls and out-of-focus blackand-white photographs replicates an imaginary world of
minds and visions. Visiting this
unusual city, looking at each
individual bui lding is like taking
a peek into the creator's m ind.
There is something very clinical
in the whiteness of the walls and
the arrangement of each piece,
as if to suggest a laboratory
environment in which each test
tube contains a sample of somebody's imagination.
Gaining focus and going back
to the real world is an experience almost as strange as plunging into the imaginary. The eyes
struggle with the daylight and
the difficulty to distinguish
details of famil iar surroundings.
Sugimoto's " Architecture,"
which runs through June I, is
worth visiting, regardless of the
viewer's familiarity w ith the
subject matter.

Film Review

Film may tu~n audience into pool junkies
Poo/ha/1 Junlcle.f brings us into the fana t ica l
world of pool. As you would expec t, the movie
is mostly about hustling. The o nl y thing that
matters is being on top and col lecting other
people's money. But surpri s ingly, hidden somewhere within the gamb lin g an d trick shots,
there are moments of trus t and friend ship .
This movie is a fun , nonstop ride from the
beginning to the end.
Johnny ( Mars Callahan) is a natural born pool
player who has w hat it takes to become a pro.
Only o ne thing ~tand , in his way: Joe (Chazz
Palmintcn ), the ~hady mentor who controls and
manipulates Johnn y to hust le the guy s he
wants, where he want s.
After y ear~ of hu ~tling, he find • out that Joe
prevented him from becoming a profc,, ional
pool player. I fe then quits hustling and find ,
other wayJ of making <• li ving. Johnny goe, from
being a construction wiJrkcr to an KV sufc , rnan .
to , how that he can be rcspuns ibfe enough for hi •
lawyer-111-bc girlfriend 'l ara (A ii ~u n f!a, twoud) ,
who 4:0mes rwm ~ ri ch family.
Hut even after trying to leave ptw f hu, lflr111
behind. it find• a way b~ck into Johnny's life .
Joe re-enter~ his life with a new protege Urad
(I< idt Clthroder), who happens to be a pro. A rtcr
their violent breakup, Jue Is determined tu ruin
Johrrny 't fife Il l ~ y uunjler brother, IJ anny
(Mithacl l<o•enhaum) and frief!ds 11ct Into trou·
ble after J111: hu.rln them for muncy that they
canniJI t UYCr
'fhe !Jnfy way that Jr,hnny knows huw tu hf lp
h is briJther I• tu ente r tfrG world of pool once
apln He tlrnfrmu• Joe for one 11nal s howduwn

Former graffiti artist
tags the right way _
By John C. Ensslln
Rocky Mountain News (AP)

Warning:
By Chanthana Taymany
Contributing Writer

by Hiroshi Sugimoto, Counesy of the ~seum of Contemporary Art

'Marina City' Is one of Hiroshi Sugimoto's photographs on display
through June 1 at the Museum of Contemporary Art, 220 E. Chicago Ave.

o n the pool table .
In director Mars Ca lla han 's first major film,
he does a brilliant job portraying a hustler's life
and the way in which money can contro l peo ple.
There we re a lso some positive images such as
the mentor-protege relationship and friendship
between Johnny and his lo ng-time frien d and
pool hall owner Nick (Ro d Stieger) and Tara's
wealthy uncle (C hristopher Walken) .
The film comes off as cool and s lick, but
sometimes a little too smooth, which makes it
less believable. Everyt hing about it seems cool,
even the way the characters move and talk . The
music and sound blends perfect ly with each
scene. There arc some great lines and some
nashy sho ts o n the poo l tublcs.
The trash- ta lking during the games is especia ll y cntcrtuining nnd funny. One parti c ular
line by Wo lken's c hurnc ter shows how inten se
puof cun be . IJ cforc the final gu mc, he te lls the
fearful Juhnny thut "It's too lute to be nfrnid,
it' s time to ki ll."
/ 'oo//w/1 ./rmklc.• hus n simi lur fee l to the
rece nt Uccmr :, /\'Ieven, w ith mcmorub lc c hn rnc tcrs thut rnukc yuu wu nt to rotH fo r or ngulnst
thorn . /'rw//w/1 ./rmklu.• hns humor, s uspense
and nctlon . Once you sec th is movie, you'll
wunt to pick up u c ue nnd sturt pluyln11 .

Poolhall Junkl"

(You'l watch

eglln end

lglin.)

DENVER
(AP}-Johnny
Santos does not want to be
kno wn by his other name.
He won't say the name he used
to spray-paint on the sides of
boxcars in the dead of night, one
step ahead of the cops, the railroad bulls and their guard dogs.
That was then. This is now.
Today he works part time in a
Spartan, somewhat industrial
cubical in the downtown high-rise
office of Company 39, a web
design and visual-image company.
Instead of tagging creaky old
boxcars, he helped design and
update a webpage on a highspeed bullet-train proposal.
" It 's cool," he said. " I never
thought I' d work for n company
that does this. You paint trains,
and then one day you work for a
company thnt designs trains."
It's been three years since he
practiced his nrt on the streets,
Santos said.
At night, though, ns the trains
roll not far from his cast Denver
horne, Santos snid he sti II dreams
of the fat-lettered, angular, DnyGio designs he started spruypui nt ing when he wns in the seventh grudc. It's u litt le bit like
going co ld turkey oiT 11 d rug
addiction, he snld .
"It's the rush," he snld of the
ndrcnnllne-pumplng experience
of sneukln11 Into tho ynrds nnd
lcuvln11 his mnrk.
An o ld ndvcrsnry hopes he' ll
11et over thut.
"When he IICIS his tl~t bi*
check, thnt nt~h will 110 away,
snld Detective Ray Ruyl»>l, who
hns been the Denver l'olicc
Dcpnrtmont's antl·antllltl cltJXlrl
for 111von yc1111.
Ruyba l did not 1\ltllcmbcr
Sl\l\tOI, but said ho wits I!,IRd tu
hear that the 19-ytlti"Oill funncr

tagger had found a new outlet for
his creative energies.
"That's what these kids need to
realize," Ruybal said. "They can
make it without jacking up somebody's stuff."
It was a convoluted path that
took Santos to where he is now.
He dropped out of high school,
where he had a hard time with
writing and math. His older sister
handed him a flier about a program called Art Street, where he
enro lled in a web design course,
which is where Company 39
came in.
The finn derives its name !Tom
the fact that it wns the 39th company spun off by Parsons
Brinckerhotf, its parent company.
Company 39 found its niche
translating the engineering
designs of the parent company
into visual images that could easily be grasped by its clients, said
John Barden, Company 39's vice
president.
Barden said he nonnally
recruits talent from colleges. but
decided to try Art Street ofter
hearing about the program.
Art Street gave Barden three
prospective interns. He Interviewed only two befo"' dl:(;iding
thnt he would tnkc Santos. Aner
workin11 one month for l'rcc,
nntos 110t hired .
"lie's 19, nnd he WM mature,
tbcusc:d 1u1d he knew whnt hc
wlmtcd to do," Onrden Sllid. "IIis
cnergy w11s Just c.xcith'll"
Slmtos till keeps three c:ans 11f
spray p~.~lnt In 11 tllc cabinet. lie
used them to do 11 mural &lim~
the top of 11 ' all In tho compil·
rcy's office ' lth the wmds
" Innovation.
1\!amwork.

Quality."
On the wall ()( his cublde, ht
still keeps snapshots of trains he

lfiMl!cd, as well u a eupt of his
11ld tajl llllln
he OM he dot$
IIlii w1111t ro he koowu by.
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British band befriends America
By Michael Hirtzer

would just sit there and after
awhile it was nice, you kind of forgot it was him."
he British band Simian
Then he would name-drop
practically wears politeBowie, Lord added.
ness on the sleeves of
"Brian said something really
their Day-Glo sweat
nice about [We Are )our Friends]
shirts. Strictly speaking, they are
once we fini shed it all. because he
your friends. Their second album
wasn't in the studio the whole
is titled We Are Your Friends and
time, he just came in once in a
the chorus of the album's fourth
while for the day. And he said it
song, "Never Be Alone," in fact,
sounded like it was recorded durrepeats: "Because we are your
ing a mad \\ cckcnd some\\ here
friends I you' ll never be alone
f.U:: far awa)," ~lacnaghtcn said.
again."
The producer served as a lather
Their contemporary psychefigure for Simian, who recent!)
relocated to London where the)
delia is both sunny and all-inclusive. The cover of Friends has a
all live in separate tlats. " lie
1960s pop-an fee l with a bright
would stan tidy ing up until Jthe
yellow background and cut-andstudio] was like sparkling sih er,''
pasted pictures of the band memMacnaghten said.
bers making funny faces. Visitors
And it's clear the band members
to their website are hit with a barare enjoying every minute of their
rage of "good evenings" and
tour. When they perfom1ed at the
"hullos."
Metro, their set was loose and
Backstage at the Metro on Feb.
danceable, including most of their
28, the band was at once excitable
new upbeat material. Their song
and laidback. The quanet of 20"In Between" sounded like Justin
somethings was obviously eager
"I Just Want to Love
Timberlake's
Michael Hirtzer/Chronicle
to play in Chicago for the first (Front Left to Right) James Ford, Simon Lord, Jas Shaw and Alex Macnaghten of Simian backstage at the
You," had it been recorded in the
time, on their first tour of America Metro before their Feb. 28 concert.
1960s at Abbey Road Studios.
and opening up for their friends,
Having the Metro packed from
the synth-pop band Ladytron.
writer-type stuff, but it had a real ing simi larity: an obsession with rock bands keep their eyes locked wall-to-wall didn't hurt either.
Band members Simon Lord and sort of oddness about it, which contemporary American R&B on the past, and that's not to men- Lord said, "Most of the tour dates
Alex Macnaghten, over a Rolling really appealed to us."
t ion British radio's current infatu- are sold-out. Ladytron is very
producers.
Rock and a Coke, respectively,
Odd and weird are operative
"Timbaland's doing pop music ation with " pube rock and hair fashionable."
discussed Simian's short history, words with Simian. Both on their in a way that's bewildering," metal," as Macnaghten said.
Indeed, Ladytron, who are also
home-recording techniques and first album, 200 l's Chemistry is Macnaghten said. "You hear all
And you don't necessarily need on their first American tour
their burgeoning friendship with What We Are, and on We Are Your these tracks on mainstream radio high-tech equipment to be for- seemed excited. In the crowd, durUber producer Brian Eno. · Friends, which was released last all the time that are really quite ward thinking. Simian self-pro- ing Simian's set, Ladytron's
Macnaghten, 25, said, "Right November, the group experi- experimental. That really excited duces all their music using "a Reuben Wu said touring with
from the start: Me and Jas ments, melding contemporary us."
rubbish old PC" with (gasp!) no Simian was a good time because
[Shaw}-the keyboard player- electronic music with acid rock
Lord added that Timbilland, Pro Tools, utilizing the Sonar they had already known each
met when we were II at school, reminiscent of later-day Beatles who experiments with unconven- Multitrack Recording System.
other from back home. Simian
and kind of started to make music and early Pink Floyd.
tional rhythm techniques, often
Simian's recording was clean also remixed Ladytron 's hit,
back then, you know school stuff.
Each band member is versed in res ulting in chart-toppers like enough for Brian Eno, who "Playgirl."
Then at the university in the synthesizer and only learned Missy Elliot's "Work It" and approached them after a gig. "He
After the concert outside of the
Manchester in the north of to perform as a live unit after Aaliyah 's "Are You That was just curious about how we impromptu after-hours at Sman
England, we bumped into James realizing that touring was neces- Somebody," was a major influ- recorded," Lord said. "He just Bar just after 2 a.m., it was appar[Ford] arlii•swteil recording.
. sary to gain exposure. L'ord, who ence.
wanted to exchange ideas."
ent Simian was still in awe of their
"We just had a little computer in plays g!Jitar and sings in a voice
Eno 's credibility is practically trip to America. Shaw spoke of
"Maybe there's hope yet.
our front room. We were teaching eerily similar to John Lennon's, Maybe we can make a number endless. He's a former member of America's gun control laws, sayourselves how to do it all," said they have just now become one hit," Lord, 23, said as he Roxy Music, producer of bands ing he didn't want to leave the up
Macnaghten continued. "The comfortable in their roles. traced a smiley face on a like U2, the Talking Heads and coming South by Southwest
three of us were making instru- (Macnaghten plays bass guitar Styrofoam plate. "That's inspir- David Bowie, and one of the Music Festival in Texas without
mental music, slightly electronic, and keyboards, Shaw plays key- ing. Like the Beatles sold mil- inventors of so-called ambient shooting a cactus with a handgun,
bits of live stuff. It was all quite boards and Ford plays the lions of albums, but were really music. A stamp of assurance from while Macnaghten asked if the
strange.
drums.)
forward thinking."
him is as good as anyone's in the Sears Tower was still open.
" Around that time, through a
Simian has been compared to
The problem with much of music industry.
Not that night. But Simian, a
friend of ours, we heard a tape of fellow Brits, The Beta Band; and today's pop music, Macnaghten
"[Eno's] got an opinion on very young and very experimental
Simon, who was then in the south while the two band's styles are said, is its lack of innovation. everything and he's really funny group of musicians, sti ll might
of England in Bristol doing song- quite different, there is one glar- Many of the second-wave garage as well," Macnaghten said. "He find their way to the top.
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Spend the sun1n1er
changin~ a child's
perspect1ve of the

w«»rld.
Now hiring a Video Specialist:
Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi
this summer. Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative
and technical aspects of video production. Chi's
professional studios are set in a fun. camp
environment that inspires creative work.

Levy Restaurants is the provider of
premium food & beverage services for
Navy Pier. We are currently seeking
motivated team members for our
new coffee house opening soon!

Cashiers • Counter Workers
Coffee Serving Experience a Plus!

• Produce and edit camper videos
• Train campers In camera operation,
editing, sound, storyboardlng, lighting,
production and special effects

Apply on-line at www.campchi.com or
call 847.272.2301 to request an application
Camp Chi is 1M co-ed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago located
in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runs from mid June-mid August

J.o~r.

We offer exceptional wages and benefits
in a unique environment.
(

~
CAIIUt CHI

"'"'ov-1- f"'•d ond~~nd~n-1- """....ely po~~'"''h-1-o~~~ - - - Great salary I Cool people I Unbeatable experience

Apply in person daily at:
Navy Pier Catering Office
600 E. Grand Ave. • Chicago

www.levyrestaurants.com
I

•<~ ' 'It'''•

'J.,t

''
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Lark~n's

'luck' SideCho puts spin
runmngstrong on compilation
By Usa Skoczen
Staff Writer
A restless soul, a neo-Joni
Mitchell, Patty Larkin easily
represents the descendants of
past female folk singer-songwriters. Larki n has just released
her lOth album, Red=Luck
(Vanguard Records) that hosts
an eclectic group of musicians.
Larkin, who attended the
Berklee School of Music in
Boston and began her music
career in the mid- 1980s with
her debut album Step Into the
Light, plays acoustic, electric
and slide guitar on this album,
along with instruments like
the mandolin and accordion.
A Ia poet Robert Frost,
Larkin went into isolation
after the release of her last
Regrooving
the
album,
Dream, in 2000. After retreating to her recording studio in
Cape Cod, Mass. to collect her
thoughts, Larkin has emerged
with a meditative album about
loss, longing, innocence and
hope.
The songs have a transcendental fee l, perhaps due to her
profound inspiration from the
Dalai Lama, who she quotes
in the liner notes.
An uncanny resemblance to

country-rocker Bonnie Raitt,
Larkin's material varies from
folk to country to pop. Some
of the tracks have a David
Gray-feel, with swirling
acoustics · and bouncing percussion.
" Inside
Yo ur
Painting" has a similar opening to Gray's "White Ladder."
The track "Louder" is a jam
session with guitar, drums,
mandolin , flute, accordion,
fiddle and cello. " Different
World" is definitively the
strongest lyrical piece with a
catchy chorus, in which
Larkin addresses life's challenges: stay ing strong and
refusing to give up.
"Children" is a pop and
country meld . The drums beat
like the running footsteps of
chi ldren in the schoolyard.
Duke Levine, adding · unique
resonance, plays the guitar,
organ and mandolin.
Larkin has two tracks on her
album with a 9/11 connotation.
Though the lyrics are empathetic, it's become almost trendy to
write about 9111 , like on Bruce
Springsteen's The Rising.
Notwithstanding, Red=Luck
is a refreshing mix of all genres
of music with meaningful lyrics
to guarantee easy and enjoyable listen.

an

By Eric Alexy
Contributing Writer

Stepping Stone, it doesn't take the " Anonymous vs. Californ ia." Akin
to acts such as Thursday and Shai
easy way out.
Featuring hardcore acts like Zao Hulud, TBM has actually released
Compilations are a tough nut to and Converge amid the ranks of music on both of the compilations'
crack. The majority of them tend to death metal bands, In Flames and labels, including the recent "Light a
fall short in the end, containing too Shadows Fall is a rather question- Match For I Deserve to Bum" on
many already-released songs or only able call within itself, but including The Militia Group.
Neck's absolutely spellbinding
featuring a few songs that are even emo/hardcore acts such as Thrice
worth their salt. In a sense, the and The Beautiful Mistake on the cover of Metallica's "Thing That
Stepping Slone and Point Break com- same disc definitely makes Point Should Not Be" proves to be a spastic metal episode, and is a shining
Break a much harder sell.
pi lations fall victim to the same ills.
Each release consists mostly of · The one-two punch provided by moment on the disc. C losi ng cuts by
"
Turn
The
Avenged
Sevenfold's
Drown ingman, Will llavcn and
previously released material (albeit
in Stepping Stone's case, hard-to- Other Way," a tasty epic hardcore Stretch Ann Strong arc all fitti ng
find material). But, where so many tune with punk underto nes, and choices and are some of the better
other similar compilations land flat " Symbiotic" by hardcore veterans. tracks on the album.
The Militia Group and SidcCho
on their faces, these two contain Li ving Sacrifice truly demonstrates
labels have released two compilarather well selected and versatile this disc 's pizzazz.
The album dies down as it segues tions that are leaps and bounds better
track listings that accentuate the
high points of their respective gen- from "Divide My Destiny" by God than any other compi lat ion of recent
Forbid
to American Nothing's memory. The overall advantage
res.
Stepping Stone features music · "AM/PM." To be blunt: God would have to go to Srepping Srone
from 15 independent recording Forbid's derivative brand of melodic for the simple reason that they feature
artists, most of which fit into the death metal carries on way too long, so many untumed gems of the indeemo/indie-rock genre. While the clocking in at over five minutes, pendent rock community. To
compilation's slogan, "The Best while American Nothing's dry take SideCho's credit, their compilation is
Bands You Have Never Heard," has on hardcore/punk was much better decideilly more versatile, but a few
stinkers and the album's composition
been used a thousand times, this when originally done by Cro-Mags.
The Beautiful Mistake comes keep it j ust short of flawless.
compi lation is actually worthy of
through in a big way with its track
the title.
The CD starts off with a bang,
with t racks by Tokyo Rose and
Cope land, both of whom play
rather trademark emo/indie with
memorable tag lines. The standout
cut of the album is a toss-up
between two tracks: Reeve Oliver's
"Summer," a tune that featu res
A 7~ c.. de So«d L~ ~ Iliff
some topnotch vocal work comple~ «4 /M a. tjMa.t ?u..e A~l
mented by sizzling indie riffs, and
" Seeing
Is
Be lieving"
by
Acceptance. The latter song brings
to mind the likes of The Juliana
Theory, Jimmy Eat World and
Third Eye Blind.
Other tracks, including those by
Noth ing To Lose and Slow Coming
Day (now with Tooth & Nai l
Records) are also rather memorable
in a New Found Glory and Sunny
Day Real Estate kind of way,
respectively.
World Famous Buffalo Wings
Eighteen cuts comprise the
Featuring 12 Beers on Tap
Asian-themed Point Break compilation, an album put together by
Huntington Beach, Calif-based
SideCho Records. While the album
certainly has a considerably more
mainstream
appeal
than

Open late hours
7 days a week
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM
Saturdays till 5 AM

Photo courtesy of Vanguard Records

Patty Larkin explores a wide variety of musical genres on her latest album, 'Red=Luck.'

Do You
.Have Acne?
Physicians at Northwestern University's Feinberg
School of Medicine are conducting a
research study of an investigational, topical
medication for the treatment of acne.
The investigational medication combines two
approved medications and will be compared with a
placebo. If you are at least 16 years o ld and have
facial acne, you may be eligible to participate.
Participants r eceive all study-related care at no cost
and financial compensation.
Participants will be asked to make 5 visits
over 12 weeks.

Call Today
to Learn More!

312-503-6227

t

Northwestern
C: EN Tll'll er CL INI CAliUS lA RCH

680 N. Lu:E ~I.E Dlt.. 5tm"! 1220
CHICAOO, Il 60611

312-427-2787

"SEE THIS SHOW!"
-E! Entertainment News

STARTING M ARCH 16 SUNDAY PERFORMANCES AT 1,4+7!

I

BLUE

SHOW SCHEDULE
Wed+ Thu Spm
Fri 7+10pm. Sat 4.7+1 0pm
Sunday 4+ 7pm
SchoduO. oubo~• oo chango.

G R0 U P

BRIAR STREET THEATilE 3133 North Halsted Chicago
1.800.BLUEMAN blueman.com

MAN

CONTACT INFORMATION
Box Offoce 773 .348.4000
'**Ol!!!imr 312 .9 02.1500
ttcketmaster.com
Group Sales 773.348.3300

Student Aush TICkets rTiltf be purchased at the box oUu With a valid studentiD 2 hours belore show tune.

2 tickets per 10. Subject to ~milability.

exm..._...., ,__,"
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FREE TICKETS!

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a
special showing of DREAMCATCHER
on Tuesday, March 18th at the Pipers Alley Theatre.
rH IS ri!M IS RATED "R" FOR SOME VIOLEt'-ICE, GORE, AND LANGUAGE . N O O NE UNDER 17 WILL BE
AO/AITTE D TO SEE THIS FILM UNLESS ACCOMPAN IED BY A PARENT O R ADU LT G UARDIA N .

r') ,r,

Pu~·,r)', ruu uvu ilablo w hile suppli es las t o n a f irs t-como, f irst-se rved basis .
p,., ., fl'' r pr, r•, o JI . Frnployoos o f a ll promo ti ona l par tners, th o ir agencies, and th.ose w h o
l•r •vr, JrJCrJ rvod " p<•··~ within th o las t 90 day~ o ro no t o li giblo .

IN THEATRES FRIDAY, MARCH 21

~' ' !
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Means opens
ears, minds
0
Boston political rocker promotes
new album in Chicago
By Jamie Murnane
Contributing Writer
As the sound of the rattling Red Line cut
through the silence of a packed house, Pamela
Means burst through the doors five minutes
before her scheduled performance at the
Heartland Cafe. A ll eyes were on Means-who
looked as fierce as the impending snowstorm.
The snowstorm never came. Likewise, Means,
a biracial musician based in Boston, isn't as tough
as she looks.
However, she is originally !Tom "hyper-segregated,
conservative
and
predictable
[Milwaukee]," as she puts it. Means said she had
to get out of Milwaukee to continue growing as an
artist and make a living of play ing her music.
" I expe rienced a lot of racism growing up ... !
had a lot to. write songs about inside of me, but I
don't think I really started to bloom as a songwriter until I moved to Boston and had time and
distance to delve into my own history," Means
said.
When she finally took the Heartland Cafe stage,
she was armed with her trademark afro and an
acoustic guitar that she plays so hard she's worn a
hole in it. Some people would think it's time for a
new guitar, but Means isn' t parting with her socalled "holey" Martin anytime soon.
" Wood ages on a guitar and they just sound better and better over time. I'm going to dri ve it 'ti l
it dies," she said. For a minute during the show, it
seemed the guitar had died, when her reckless
strumm ing and picking knocked off an acoustic

Pamela Means performs at the Heartland Cafe, 7000 N. Glenwood Ave.

amplifier. Fortunately, someone in the audience
came to the rescue-screwdriver in hand.
Not only did Means effortlessly open the audience's ears, she opened their minds as we ll. She
sang about a variety of topics that affect people
everywhere, including the country's recent orange
alert.
"Did you all go out and get your duct tape," she
asked. The crowd responded with laughter.
" Because apparently that's a ll we need," she
added.
Means' musical influences include Joni
Mitchell, Nick Drake, Dinah Washington, Bill ie
Holiday, John Coltrane, Me'shell Ndegeoce llo
and Spearhead, to name a few.
" I love all kinds of music. I'm also greatly
influenced by many writers like bell hooks, Audre
Lorde and James Baldwin," Means said.
When asked about what drives her as an artist,
Means said, "I work to speak out on and shine a
light on the darkness that will never go away
unless it is first acknowledged, i.e. racism, homophobia, sexism, misogyny, classicism, etc. I also
hope to inspire self-reflection and activism."
Means' new CD, Single Bullet Theory, is due in
the spring, and is guaranteed to address issues
many people are too afraid to bring up. Many of
Mean's newer songs, which she played at recent
shows, wi ll be on the album.
Means' thought-provoking lyrics shi ne in her
new songs including: "Two Halves" and "Amen,"
a song about racial profiling.
For more information on Pamela Means or to
pre-order an advanced copy of 'Single Bullet
Theory, 'visit www.pamelameans.com.

YOU'VE NEVER
PLAYED SOLDIER
LIKE THIS BEFORE
* * * * *

Visit your loca l Army recruiting station for the chance
to be a Soldier for a day. It's the perfect way to try the
Army on for size. And check out over 180 ways you can
become AN ARMY OFONE.
>> LOCATION: N. Clybourn Recruiting
Station
1239 N. Clybourn
Chicago,IL

» DATE: WED, MAR 26
» CONTACT: N. Clybourn Recruiting
Station
312-202-0430

a

&oarmy.cam 0 2001. Paid I• by thl U.S. kmy. All nthb raa/V'td. Must
blli-341otni•. Mowt Otob(iJi tionlotnt•. SellltCNrt.ll IOttonlesiMes

~IJJ~1 :gi'l)
AN ARMY Of ONE

STUDENTS SAVE 250/o ON TICKETS*

nD

25YEARS

HUBBARD STREET
DANCE CHICAGO
3 e lectrifying premieres
3 e nth ra ll ing p rograms
3 ex plosive weeks of Hubbard Street old a nd new

JIM VINCENT, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

It's easy to ord er:
ticketmaster.com or 312.90 2.1400
hubbardstreetdance.com

2 5 Years of Bold Moves
M arch 25 - April 13
Fo rd Ce nter for t he Perform ing Arts, Orie nta l Theatre, 24 West Ra ndo lp h Street

VIsit any Broadway In Chicago Box Otlice (Call312.977.1700 lor
locations and times), Ticketmaster outlet s, or Hot Tuc locatiOns.

This year's milestone 25th Anniversary Spring Engagement features captivating premieres and classic
HSDC favorites. Each of the three unique programs offers a dynamic mix of repertoire su re to inspire,
intrigue and captivate you. Tickets start at $25 .

Group Sales Save up to 20% on groups ol 20 or more. Restnct10ns
apply. Please ca1131 2.977.1710 .

FolD CEH1n fOl n-E PD:JOlMINC .U'Tl

1 , n.

Otncla l 25th Annlver.ar)' Season Sponsors

• Must bt purchased at box offices and accompanied by a s tudent 10.

So~

res trictions apply.

1, • . • , • ,

n. l

,.-.
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Weekly Horoscope (March 10-16)

A sensuous week for Virgos
will carefully examine outdated emotions
or painful memories. Relationships from
eight years ago may be a prime focus. Use
this time to confront and resolve all past
expectations. After Thursday, enjoy the
company of trusted friends. Social support
and the advice of loved ones will help
establish new emotional goals.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Work ideas or new career inspiration
will be strong themes. Late Tuesday,
expect an unusual proposal to increase
business creativity. Some Leos will find
that the past five months of hesitation or
job restriction are ending. Avoid private
issues with co-workers, however; this is
not the right time for idle speculation or
social diversion. After Friday, family
members request added dedication.
Remain open. Group events or home gatherings may require special planning.
Vh-go (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Flirtation and sensuality are continuing
themes over the next few days. Late
Monday, watch for an unusual proposal or,
in some cases, a complicated emotional
triangle. Your confidence and private
strength will attract attention. Clearly outline your thoughts or long-term intentions.
Late this week, a social gathering may
provide interesting emotional information.
Respond quickly to new facts or unexpected overtures. Immediate honesty will
help establish revised roles.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23)
Friends and relatives will provide valuable insights. Before midweek, watch for
the arrival of new social or romantic information. The seduction of potential lovers
may be difficult to resist. On an emotional
level, however, many Libras will also discover lasting wisdom in the attitude or
outlook of a close friend. Listen for important clues before making key decisions.
Late Saturday, financial restrictions are
bothersome. Pace yourse lf and avoid
impulse spending.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Work assignments are demanding this

By Lasha Seniuk
Tribune News Service
Back by popular demand.

Aries (March 21-April 20)
This week, financial or business
promises are easily overestimated. Expect
colleagues or work officials to be highly
enthusiastic concerning undefined projects. Added restrictions, however, are due
to arrive over the next few weeks. If possible, avoid short-term business risks.
Later this week, new attractions are seductive and controversial. After Thursday,
sudden romantic triangles require skilled
diplomacy. Carefully explain all emotional goals to new friends and loved ones.
Taurus (Aprii21- May 20)
Family relationships are emotionally
draining this week. Early Tuesday, expect
loved ones to address unresolved financial
obligations, debts or practical duties.
Irritations will be brief. By late
Wednesday, a sig11ificant shift in attitude
or outlook is due. Money worries are natural. At present. loved ones may need
extra time to sort out their responsibilities.
This weekend accents new romantic
expectations. Stay focused. Passions will
be high.
Gemini (May 21- June 21)
Recent financial or business setbacks
will be corrected. Early this week authority figures may re-examine long-term contracts or initiate intense negotiations.
Follow your instincts. A more workable
and honest relationship with key officials
is available. After midweek, dreams and
romantic insights are compelling. Some
Geminis will encounter a passionate proposal or new love affair. Ask detailed
questions. limes, dates and promises may
need to be clari tied.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Nostalgic feelings of love and romantic
obligation are highlighted over the next 12
days. Early this week, many Cancerians

week. At present, potential problems or
short-term errors easily distract key officials and older colleagues. Avoid criticism, if at all possible. Consistent effort
and social diplomacy will provide the
desired results. After midweek, a close
friend may announce new travel or educational plans. Long-distance relationships,
relocation and a rekindled enthusiasm for
creativity may be at issue. Thoroughly discuss all proposals.
Sagittarius (Nov. 2~Dec. 21)
Late Tuesday, a colleague or work official may request added dedication. Over
the next few days, watch for business
assignments to become quickly complex
and highly rewarding. Team efforts will
bring surprising results. Expect previously
shy or reluctant co-workers to provide
vibrant and creative ideas. After midweek,
property matters, major purchases and
financial planning may also be affected.
Stay alert. Unique career opportunities
and money luck are accented.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Delayed business and romantic opportunities will move forward. Late Tuesday
marks the beginning of 12 days of powerfu l emotional expansion and renewed
career ambitions. Optimism and insight
are returning. Explore all new relationships and work assignments. Thursday
through Sunday, watch for minor dental or
throat irritations. Physical energy, daily
health and social interest may be briefly
challenged. Extra rest and improved sleep
patterns will help.
Aquarius (Jan. 21- Feb. 19)
Trust your initial social and romantic
instincts this week. At present, it may be
necessary to act as mediator or end a period of emotional isolation and disagreement. All of this may be subtler than
expected. Loved ones or long-term friends
will rely heavily on your diplomacy and
discretion. Later this week, spend extra
time with younger friends or relatives.
New business decisions, revised career
paths or sudden workplace proposals may

require detailed discussion.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20)
Social routines or new invitations inay
reveal improved optimism. Before midweek, expect a close friend or colleague to
end a period of isolation or mistrust.
Humor, wit and group participation will
be welcomed themes over the next few
days. After Thursday, respond honestly to
minor family discussions concerning
financial planning or home purchases. It's
time to expand emotional and home security. Refuse to compromise future goals or
established standards.
If your birthday is this week.••
Avoid complex money proposals or
extra spending over the next I 0 weeks.
Before June, added family duties, daily
expenses or home repairs may be needed.
Some Pisceans may also experience an
intense wave of revised business choices
or new work assignments. If so, expect
continuing job disruptions fo~ approximately seven months. After mid-June,
new social and romantic proposals are due
to arrive. Refuse to be rushed into emotional decis ions. Loved ones or new
romantic partners may press for fast commitments and serious home obligations.
Remain dedicated to your own needs and
social expectations.

fget--rrsted!

~------------------~
have an opening?
poetry reading?
book s!gnin8?

then get your
event listed in
the A8eE section.
a-mall your queries to
eventcalendarOcolum.edu
or flll out a form online .
at oolumbtachron1Cle.oom
(oh. and it's free.)

r

·------------------Our 1Q3rd

Year!
Third Generation - Same Family Ownersh.i p
312- 427- 5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898
www.central- camera.com- email: sales@central-camera.com
We're Close, We're Convenient, We're Here to Help Youl We Open 0 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week
New Equipment
Digital, 35mm, APS &
Medium Fomat

Gadget Bags &
Badcpadts

Photography
Books

Olrlcrcom SUppltet:
Piper, Chlmillly. I Enlltgert

Pholo~

All Thll And Much, Much, Mo,. •••
Make Central Camera Your Ont Stop 8ourc. ,ot All Your-Ph toQrephl
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Meet the Family...
Generous discounts for Higher Education customers make the outstanding new PowerBook family a strong val ue.

T"he new 12" PowerBook -

the world's
notebook

smalle~t. lighte~t full-featured

"The world's Orsl 17" notebook computer
miraculou;ly engineered into a ~tu nning .,.,thin package.

T"he ground breaking 15" Powerflook G4, now
availab!e with the DVD-hurning SuperDrive.

Starting at $3,149.00

Starting at $2,199.00

Starting at $1,699.00

... and the Relatives.
Apple's Higher Education discounts extend to our entire product line. including the award-winning iPod and stylish iMac.

,· ~

\(.y~~--'
., r!
~J ·

~--

iPod

eMac

iBook

iMac

Power Mac

Starting at $269.00

Starting at $929.00

Starting at $949.00

Starting at S1,249.00

Starting at $1,449.00

And the Higher Education di scount from Apple is not just good for hardware, but all the software you need as well.

Keynote

Microsoft Office v. X

Ke}•note makes it a snap to create compellir~g
presentations with professior;al·cttilber themes.
!'?l:~r· shJrp tE'.<t. cinem<itk·quality transitior:s,
and I>E'HU!iful c:hC'!rl:; ,Jnd labh~:;.

f1;1fy n<:1 iv!? pmqr.:tr.-: dl~:;igru:d ~pedtlt:e;lly f'>r M.H OS X
that har m?')'W'~ the pc>w·.!'r of Off:c:t~. !h'! ')tfnpl:(iiy of

Education Price • $79.00

Education PricQ • $199.95

f,

Mc;cintosh, and ;:n~ stanil:ty of UNiX. Office v. X is
cornpat;ble with Offrce XP for fo.-1icrosoft Windows.

Final Cut Express

ilife

\"'i~ther you're .J dig:ta~ V:d~o ~r.thusiast. a small
bu~ir.t·~~ "Yido!O dt~veli->p~r. ur iln o?Vt~nl vidc"'\")grapht:r.

See what h.etppE-1~~ wtwn ynu tale f<.1;r t-?\t·d·bre-l~d
multir::e-cha appltcations- ff:.me:s:, iPhoto, :Mo;,.:e, .:md
1DVD- a:'d !ntegrdte them sc; th;;,t they wo~i< together
seamlessly.

A~:pfe'~ r~t:YJ fe.ltvre·ri<h DV t!dltin9 sc>ftw.lre> i~
d~i:gnt"<i

for y-ou.

Education Price • $249.00

Education Price • $49.00

The Apple Store @ Columbia College
Get your student discount at:

623 S. Wabash, Suite 205

Phone: 312.344.8MAC

http://www.colum.edu/app/estore/
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 How _ your
day?
4 Most luxuriant
11 Sports off.
14 Thurman ot
"Pulp Fiction"
15 Waldorf·
Hotel
16 Moray
17 Angler's need
t8 Session
t9 Sardonic
20 Head skin
22 Vegas opening?
23 Killed
251n _
(altogether)
26 Upper crust
28 Span o1 a cart
29 Small cigar
32 Toreador
35 Loud racket
39 Spry
40 Tropical creeper
4 t Correct maps
44 •
de Roland"
46 sew.ng machine

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Re~s Needed,EARN$$$.
Group pjscoynts fur 6+
.
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6
room-2 bedroom, includes new appliances. Good area! Fenced \
yard and close to schools and church. $575 we run credit check-no
section 8. 773-255-3458

1nventor
48
51
52
56
58
59
60
61
64
65
66
67
68
69

Skier's transport
Standing by
Porker's grub
specious
Conestoga
reasoning
D•sparity
9 Infraction of the
Back of a 45
faithful
CBS logo
tO Labels
Set apart
11 Polish again
Promos
12 Hair-raising
Silver or Ely
t 3 Star of "Captain
Defrauder
Blood"
Shea player
21 Hometown
Set
success
Moving by
24 Silly stuff
means of a l•ght 26 Hot-dog's
anchor
problem?
70 Full-house
27 Mansion wing
letters
30 Perfect
3 t Dey TV series
DOWN
32 Impair
1 German
33 Birthday figure
sausage
34 -tac·toe
2 Sunoco rival
36 Neon or argon
3 Nasser
37 Lennon's love
successor
38 Took off
4 Light source
42 Roberto's river
5 Operate
43 Danced a
6 Outstanding
romantic dance
7 Type of balloon
44 Indian bread
8 Given to
45 Short jaunt
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48 Pii)squeak
49 Louisiana
backwater
50 Go-between
53 Neeson and
O'Fiaherty
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54 More peculiar
55 Garlic-basil
sauce
57 Small notch
59 Ice mass
62 Haggard novel
63X

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD TODAY! ONLY25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL
312-344-7432 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part
time hours. 847-670-0871
Experienced professional secretary available for typing , proof
reading, re-works, etc. Call 708-647-8673; .773-610-4215 (cell) or
email: janisbiz@yahoo.com .
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn
around. (References available )
Oak Park Vintage Garden Condo. Hardwood Floors, a lot of
space, abundant sunlight, appliances included. 2 blocks from "L"
Stop. 1046 W. Washington, Oak Park, OPEN HOUSE SAT&SUN
through March from 1-6 p.m. $110,000
Internship - talent booking agency. Work with college talent
booking agent. E-mail you resume to apollo@carmelme.com.
See our website for more info: www.carmelme .com/intem
Are you building your dream or someone else's? Own your
own business. No inventory, no telemarketing. Mentoring/training
provided. We're looking for key business minded individuals
to partner with. Are you willing to work harder for yourself then
for someone else. Change yoar family tree. 404-218-7714:'Faith Productions seeks dancers for gospel musical.
Production payment included. Call Faith Diggs at 312-666-0892
Telemarketing- Salary+ Comm. Flexible hours/days. 27-y~ar
old Bridgeport Company needs people to market our
product nationwide. 919 w. 38th st. Call 773-650-1700 ET 102
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Example sentence:

and NOT
just online

Amsterdam ... $308
Paris ............ $303
Brussels . ... . ... $294
Rome .. ... ....... $312

Becai:Jse John had a minuscule amount of money
saved for college, he went to work at UPS and received

up to $23,000 in College Financial Assistance.
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Earn $8.50 per hour, with increases of 504
after 90 days and 504 after one year

Fare is roundtrip from Chicago. Subject to change and availability. Tax not

included. Restrictions and blackouts apply.

Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks •
Consistent Work Schedule • Paid Vacations
Excellent Benefits (Medical/Life & 401 K)

NORTHBROOK

PALATINE

ADDISON

2525· Shermer Road
(Shermer•.*"Willow Rds.) ;

2100 N. Hicks Road
(Hic~s & Rand Rds.)

1 00 S. Lombard Road
(Army Trail & Lombard Rds.)

Ph: 847·4a0·6788

Ph: 847·705-6025

Ph: 630-628-3737

'

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

\~~
Learn·

~-

To inquire about part-time Package Handler opportunities,
please call our faciliti\'s direct, or call our 24 hour jobline at:

1·888-4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417
(Este Sl!rvicio telef6nico esta disponible en espai'iol)
Equal Opportunity Employer

www.upsjobs.com/chicago

Give the gi ft of life to a n infertile couple
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATI ON for q ualified indiviciua ls!

• Special n eed for Caucasian d onors
• College educated pre ferred
• B etween the age s of 20-30
• Completely a nony mous

847.656.8733
,r,

•

. , Y'
,...j'7_
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F or Mo,.c lnf o rrno lr on
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•nfo(<ilegg4 1 1 co m

Th e Cen t e r for Egg Opl• ons lllmo•s, LLC
www egg4 11 com

Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week,s sp·ecials:

Chicken Chili in a Bread Bowl with cheddar cheese, green ~nions,
sour cream, served with tortilla chips

$4.00

Vegetable Fried Rice
served with an egg roll

$3.75

Cashew Chicken Salad
mustard dressing

romaine, chicken, grapes, noodles, honey

$3.75

Soups:
Monday - Black Bean, Tuesday - Cheddar Broccoli,
Wednesday - Tortellini, Thursday- Split Pea with Ham
We have Fried Chicken, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and Black Bean Burgers """'r"'""
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Gina's Cuisine: An area favorite since··1991
0 Own er Gi na Mili o ni d iscusses
t h e histo ry of the restaurant, her
k ey t o success
By Usa Sko czen

Staff Writer
Wedged between a par\<.ing lot and a currency
exchange under the noisy el tracks, most pedestrians
pass by Gina's without a second glance.
Those who do go in, however, find a quaint and welcoming diner that is small in comparison to the large
fast-food places that abound in the Loop, yet Gina's
makes up for its small size with its friendl y atmosphere.
Located at 424 S. Wabash Ave., Gina's is located just
a few blocks from the Columbia campus. Owner Gina
Milioni said her restaurant has long been a tradition
with hungry students.
"I'm very friendly and love people. I know everyone's nan1e who comes in here," she said.
Milioni started her business in 1991 , when Gina's
was located at 610 S. Wabash Ave. She moved the business in 1998 to its present location because the former
building was demolished to make room for a new parking lot.
Milioni's entry into the restaurant business was not
typical. Born Joanna Marteli, (pronounced Joanna) in
Athens, Greece, she became a nightclub singer at age
18. Her stage name was Gina Marteli. In 1977, she
moved to America with her husband.
" I miss Greece a lot," she said. " All my family is
there so I visit every other year." Milioni lived in Los
Angeles for three years and then traveled to New York
City, where she resumed her singing career. Milioni
said she stopped singing after having her daughter, now
a sophomore at Stagg High School. .
After relocating to Chicago in 1989, she became
interested in opening a restaurant. Her husband mentioned that his employer, a South Loop landlord, had a
vacated storefront on South Wabash Avenue. Two years
later, Milioni moved in.
The owner of Kramer's Vitamins, Costas " Papa"
Dimitriou is a family friend of Milioni. They met back
when she was singing in the nightclubs.
"She's an excellent friend and cook. The food is really good," Dimitriou said.
She said she made the transition from singer to
restaurant owner because of her love for cooking. I'm
a big eater," Milioni said. "I won't settle for anything
less than homemade. I love all types of food, from

Heather Morrison/Chronicle

Gina Milioni (second from left) has been serving her eclectic menu to South Loop goers for more than a decade.
Pictured here with Milioni are three of her employees.
Mexican, Chinese and French."
Milioni's menu is reflective of her diverse tastes. The
menu has everything from burgers to baked Greek subs
to soups and salads. The rest of the selection consists
of croissant sandwiches, gyros platters, pita sandwiches, hot Italian beef sandwiches, hot dogs and turkey
burgers. The menu is never-ending, with many dinner
platters and pasta dishes. The soups change every day
with choices like chicken rice, minestrone or split pea.
Plus, there's always dessert and ice cream.
Her ham and provolone cheese croissant sandwich is
topped with a secret sauce, a recipe of which Milioni
refuses to share. To better her own cooking, Milioni
said she likes to eat at different restaurants to check out
the competition. As a result, she likes to spice up her
own menu items so they're not tasteless.
One ofMilioni 's favorites is her homemade baklava,
a rolled-up Greek pastry dessert made of dough, honey
and nuts. Popular with customers are items like gyros
and sub sandwiches, which Milioni named after Greek
cities and islands.
"I had the first baked submarines in Chicago,"
Milioni said. Everything on the menu is homemade by

Around Chicago

Milioni and her staff of four, all wedged behind a small
counter.
Robert Garcia has worked as a cook at Gina's for
three years and RauNAJaramillo has been there since it
opened.
"I like to bake the submarines," Jaramillo said.
Garcia's personal favorite is the Gina's Super Sub.
They, too, know the many faces of their patrons.
The restaurant's current Wabash Avenue location
serves everyone from college students to workers from
the office buildings such as the CNA Building down the
street.· Most patronize the restaurant. during lunch,
between II a.m. and 3 p.m. Milioni said her customers
are loyal and nave been eating· the'fe roryears~
"My regulars come at least once a week," she said.
When eating at Gina's, you can expect a satisfying ·
meal. "I have much love in my heart," she said. "I
cook my food with soul."
Gina's Cuisine is located at 424 S. Wabash Ave.
Business hours are Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m. to
6:30 p.m., Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Saturday 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. To pre-order, call (312) 554-1215. Columbia
students receive a I 0 percent discount.

Nightclubs
Continued from Back Page

Brien MorowczynskVChronlcle

OF·F the BLOTTER
• Criminal trespass w~ reported on l<obcrt
Morris College property on f'cb. 19 at 9:07
a.m.
• On f'cb. 20, police reported another case
of criminal trespa~~s at I laru ld Washington
Library at 12:39 p.m.
An a~~"ault o~urred at I Iamid Washington
Library un Feb. 21. It Wall repurted by police
at4:34 p.m.
Un the same day, a theft in the library wM
reported at 4:46 p.m .
A ' lrnHar then took place on 11eb. 23 out·
side of the library in the 400 block of South
St~te :meet. It Wall reported at S u.rn.
• l'ropc:rty dam11gc w u lwtel lro the I IJOO
f>lvck fJf SIJuth State Htreet WM reflllrled 1111

feb. I9 at 9:42 a.m.
•
l'olice reported thnt an net of criminal
trespass occurred on u CTA train in the 1200
block of South State Street on Feb. 20 at 9 p.m.
•
A robbery occurred on u CTA trnln on
Emu Hoosevclt Road. The strong-armed robbery Willi reported on Feb. 2 1 111 8: I0 a.m.
•
A te lephone threat ot u bur In the 700
block of South Stote Street on Feb. 23 at II :26
p.m.
•
An anonymous mole culled In n bomb
thrcnt to Columblu Co llct~e'8 mnh1 swltchbonrd
ut 2 :30p.m. on Morch 7.

·Complll!d by l.13a

Bt~ld•
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vltirJtl IJy t/IQ Chlcogu Pollcu Deportm1n1.
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Changes made at the lounge
following the inspections have
been minor, Christian said.
Blockades have been removed in
the interior of the nightc lub, candles are now only burned in
glass containers and additional
exit signs have been installed on
the doors .
Gault said these are among the
most common problems that
nightclubs are issued violations
for. "Across the board, obstructed exits are the most common.
Next, is exit signs that are not lit
or approved," he said.
Gault said that another major
concern is the sheer number of
people in a given space.
"Overcrowding gets you shut
down immediately," he said .
Stricter enforcement of capacity rules- a maximum of 280
people-is perhaps ·the biggest
change at the Funky Buddha
Lounge , which patrons sny can
get uncomfortubly crowded nt
times .
Guult's ndvicc to club gocrs is
"if you [sec people) standing
shoulder- to-shoulder fro m fro nt·
to-buck, side-to-side, thnt lmr is
too crowded !despite nn occu·
puncy countj.''
Security prolbssionnls niso
sugt~cst survoilltulce cquilllllcnt
ns u deterrent for disturbnm:es
like tho brnwl thllt set
the
Ntnmpodc ot L\2.

on·

Borderline and RedDog have
adopted
such
measures.
Equipped with a monitor and
scanning security device that
captures the images of patron 's
IDs, the bar and nightclub both
record their clientele.
Additionally, 20 cameras are
constantly recording areas both
inside and ·around the building's
perimeter.
Artist Rachel Menduno, 32,
said she thinks the security
equipment is invasive. "I was
kinda creeped out when I first
saw ... that gizmo," she said
referrin~ to the machine that
records identification cards.
Security
guard
Louie
Maranda, 35, said that after l 0
years in the security business, he
thinks the new s urveillance
equipment he lps to keep patrons
under control.
"It brings people down to a
dill'erent level because they' re
on file and they know it," he
snid.
Mnrtlndn likens the equipment
to nn insurnncc policy rather
thun nn lnvnsion of privacy.
Quult snid h~ thittks tho best
security pt-ecuution pntrons con
hnvo: Is to ''know one or two
wnys out of the ft1cilhy other
tillln the wny [you) cnmc in ...
nnd by nil metlns II' 11 person
lbc ls
llll<lOIIIIOrtllhlc, lcliVIl
lmmcdlntcly."
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Residents request public park
0 Community committees lobby
to obtain more ' green space ' in
the area
By Jason Lee
Staff Writer
A group of South Loop residents have complained that
there aren't enough public parks to accommodate the
needs of a rising residential population, which will
include the 1,700 students set to reside in the University
Center of Chicago, Columbia's new "superdonn" currently under construction. These concerns have resulted
in the fonnation of the Campus Park Coalition, consisting of concerned South Loop residents dedicated to seeing more "green space" made available to residents and
students in the area.
According to Lauren Brown, co-founder and spokeswoman for the CPC, the group would like to see the pair
of parking lots at the northwest comer of South State and
Harrison streets turned into a public park.
"This is a very prominent site," Brown said. "Across
the street from Jones Academic Magnet High School,
Robert Morris, Harold Washington Library, and the new
University Center." She added that the site offers a "lifetime opportunity to do something public-minded for the
South Loop."
The fonnation of the CPC was sparked in October
200 I, when plans to develop a 30-story residential building on South State and Harrison streets were made public by Concord Development, a residential development
company. With so much growth in the South Loop, many
residents, including Brown, did not want to see any highrise construction added to a community that encompasses mostly mid-rise buildings.
"We didn't like the idea of a 30-story high rise,"
Brown said.
Concord Development's contract with the owner of the
site was renewed on Sept. 30, 2002, although the compa-

Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle

Officials plan to build the new store where this parking
lot sits, at the corner of Harrison and State streets.

ny has yet to purchase the land.
The CPC and local residents are also concerned with
the expected increase in traffic that would occur at the
already busy intersection of Harrison and State streets.
With 1,700 students expected to move into the University
Center of Chicago, the CPC believes an increase in traffic on that comer could create a dangerous situation for
residents.
"The proposal included parking space for some 200
cars entering off of Harrison, which is not a good idea at
a dangerous intersection," Brown said.
One solution that has been proposed by the CPC would
be a "land swap" with Pritzker Park, a fenced, grassy area
located just north of Congress Parkway on State Street.
Brown feels that because "the gate to [Pritzker] park is
locked most of the time," it would "be a better spot for a
building." Although this proposition has yet to gain
strong support from city officials, the CPC considers the
idea "still something worth pursuing."
Another group joining the CPC's movement is Historic
Printer's Row Neighbors, which according to its website
is "a nonprofit membership-based organization dedicated
to the preservation and enhancement of the quality of life
in South Loop landmark districts and neighborhoods."
HPRN has worked actively with CPC to put pressure
on city officials and Concord Development to keep with
the distinct qualities ofthe South Loop when considering
any development plan. A statement released by HPRN in
February 2002 said that the "unique character'' of the
South Loop is "especially true of the Congress-StateHarrison corridor, which is bounded by the mid-rise
buildings of Printing House Row," and that any structure
built on that site "should be in pleasing proportion to
these other buildings."
According to the CPC, the main obstacle preventing
the city from purchasing the land located at the intersection of Harrison and State streets is funding. In order for
the land to be purchased and a park developed, a unified
financial effort must take place between city officials, the
Park District and organizations such as the CPC and
HPRN, as well as contributed funds from the neighboring educational institutions.
Facing adversity from Concord Development, the
CPC has recently joined ranks with Joe Antunovich,
architect and designer of the University Center of
Chicago. To ensure that any development on Harrison
State streets be harmonious with the university center, the
CPC petitioned Antunovich to create a design for a park
and community center that would benefit the many students from the surrounding educational institutions of the
South Loop.
With the joint effort that took place between Columbia,
DePaul and Roosevelt universities with the development
of the university center, the CPC hopes that this same
collaboration can occur in order to fund the park and possibly a community center. Although these designs are
still ·~ust an idea" according to Brown, the initial drafts
for the park and community center include retail space,
basketball courts, an exercise area and a daycare center.
This would provide the neighborhood's students and residents with "more places to hang out" as well as "more
gallery space for Columbia artists," Brown said.

Target sets sights on South Loop
0 Officials plan on starting
development in summer or early
fall
By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer
A new Target store will open in the South Loop,
marking the first in a wave of retail stores expected to
move into the growing community, officials said.
"Target is an 'anchor store' for more retail in the
area," said Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson, president and
executive director of the Near South Planning Board.
Other large chains such as Dominick's, Jewel-Osco
and Walgreens have paved the way and residents are
satisfied with those stores, she said.
The Target store will be at Clark Street and Roosevelt
Road in a now vacant railroad yard, said Pete Scales,
spokesman for the Chicago Department of Planning
and Development.
Most residents are open to Target coming into the
area, and some said more retail development would
benefit those who would otherwise have to travel out of
the area to shop, Sanchez-Carlson said.
Julie Bucek, a film major, said she usually shops at
Target stores for "house stuff" for her friend's apartment, but said she would probably shop at the new
Target to purchase cheaper school supplies.
"I think it would do well: all the little stores would

probably go out of business, though," said Matt
Halverson, a fine art major.
Halverson said he shops at Target stores only once in
a while, and would probably not go to the new store
very often.
"We will be ready to dig in the summer or early fall,"
Scales said, adding that the store should be completed
by 2005. Scales said the project manager "has recently
provided plans for the project ... things are moving
along pretty well."
The design for the new store is similar to other retail
stores in the downtown area, but unique to Target stores
in general, Scales said. With three stories, the ground
level will be used for storage and the other two floors
will be for shopping.
There will also be a parking garage for Target customers on the north end of the site, but Scales said he
was unsure exactly how many spaces would be available.
Sanchez-Carlson said the location is at a "prime
spot," just off the expressway and people will be coming into the community.
Once it opens Scales expects the store to create about
200 jobs along with a few hundred more during construction.
Scales said a construction company has not yet been
chosen for the project but said that it would more than
likely be Chicago-based.
With 46 stores, the Chicago area is considered one of
Target Corporation's major markets, second only to the
greater Los Angeles area, according to its website.

Yet, I

Somehow, in
high school and college, Mr. kogers
·
!lflpealing. He was still
square and a bit disturbing, but hJs underlying message
was just es finn.
In college, I ran across Rogers again. There he was,
just where I left bi_m-.::,in his Pittsburgh studio, circa
1987. He spoke of chivalry and modesty before the transition into the Land of Make Believe, the point at which
I changed the channel.
ln his nearly 900 episodes, Rcgers tackled divorce,
· adoption and the death o.(loved Qnes. He talked of disability before it was culturally acceptable. Rogers even
talked astronaut Al Worden into explaining how he "goes
potty" aboard a spacecraft, He was shrewd, avant-garde
witty; ·· ... ·
and
The.re
example of his shrewdness
than a
on "This American
Life"
the episode, con...v~•i.'-"'~1!1""' with

some- '

wn1tno . Mr. Ro~et'S

do .
our ne1gbbor- :

Roger$ about
In
the lqud
an.d the thugs on the cor•
ner. All
seemed, revolved around
a simple
listen
then act with reason. But,
· as we
there is fear in giving another human a
chance.
.
"Perhaps we think that we won't fmd another human
being lns1de that person,'' Rogers said. "Perhaps we think
that there are some people in this world who Tcan't ever
communicate with, and so I'll just give up before l try.
And how sad it is to think that we would give up on any
other creature who's just like us."
So, as I start to feel at ease in my second decade on
earth, the death of Mr. Rogers represents something
. much more sigx~ificant. It is, in a small way, the death of
my childhood. Tt didn't go easy, but it's gone.
Or, as Rogers said himself. "Someday you'll be a
grown-up, too. And have some children grow up, too.
And tell them stories all about th.e times when you were
their size."
I'm pretty sure PBS will still be airing "Mr. Roger's
Neigl:l!Jorh.oo4" in timeJQ!' my c!1il4:rearing day$.
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North vs. South: St. Patrick's day in Chicago
feature a mix of foreign dignitaries,
including lrish consul general for
Chicago, Charles Sheehan, and lreland's
minister of state for foreign affairs, Dick
Roche.
More than 20 bands from nine states
will be on hand, including drum and
bugle corps, bagpipe bands and 2,000
By Chris Coates
Irish step dancers, according to organizNews Editor
ers.
With that many marchers, officials
In any other circumstance, a 45-foot- plan to assemble the parade off-site.
long dinosaur would be a bit unexpect- King said that some of the parade's
ed.
preparations would happen near
But not in Chicago. And certainly not Columbia's campus.
close to St. Patrick's Day.
" Half of our parade will marshal on
With the nation's third highest-rank- Wabash and then they' ll cross Michigan
at Balbo to get over to the parade," King
said, adding that the effort will run from
Congress Parkway to Roosevelt Road.
" We' ll have about 100 units over there."
One of the units, according to King,
will be a float from the organizers of
the South Side Irish St. Patrick's Day
Parade.
The March 16 parade, considered the
frrst such St. Patrick's Day parade in
the city, is perceived as being a rival of
the downtown parade-an idea King
dismisses.
"They have a float in our parade and
we have a float in theirs," King said .
" We have balloons that they don' t
and the river dyeing. But other than
that, it's kind of on the same theme,"
King said.
Brian MorowczynsJci'C
Chicago's St. Patrick's Day Parade
ing politician leading the route, begins at 12 p. m. o n March 15 on
Chicago's 48th Annual St. Patrick's Day Columbus Drive, between Balbo Drive
Parade will weave its way along and Jackson Street.
Columbus Drive on March 15, stepping
The viewing platform is located at
off at noon.
Columbus Drive and Congress Parkway,
And while it harbors less traditional in front of Buckingham Fountain.
Irish sentiments than its southern coun·
For more information on the parade,
terpart, the downtown parade's organiz- call (3 12) 942-9188.
ers said they're aiming for a central
theme: big.
"We have big bands-a couple of
bands that are right around 200,"
said Bill King, the administrator of
the parade committee.
"We have a 35-foot-tall lephrechaun and a 45-foot-tall
dinosaur," King said.
"We have 14 Clydesdales, which
are the biggest breed of horses and
we have about 40 Irish wolfhounds,
which are the biggest breed of
dog," he said .
Then, of course, there will be the
big politicians.
The parade's grand marshal will
be Speaker of the House Dennis
Hastert from Illinois' 14th District.
King said that the security precautions for Hastert would be "not as
bad as last year," when President
Bush alkDded the parade.
Aside from the domestic politicians, this year's parade will also

0 Big names, big
bands... big dogs?
Chicago's 48th Annual
St. Pat 's parade

0 Chi cago Poll ee say they
aim to cra ck down on
South Si de parade's St.
Patrick' s Day revelers
By K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor
The annual South Side Irish St. Patrick's
Day Parade's reputation has morphed from
a family-oriented event celebrating community and heritage into a mile-and-a-halflong drinking party. The families are usually on the east side of Western Avenue,
while those drinking concentrate on the
west side-where all the bars are.
Columbia senior Aaron Lorence, 23, a
music business major, has been attending
the parade on and off since he was 16 but
didn' t drink in public until he was 19.
Lorence said that he never got caught by
the police because he learned how to hide
it. ''With me it was always concealed
but,basically, if it was hidden from the
cops or in a plastic cup, you were cool."
In an attempt to c urb the problem,
parade organizers are working with
Chicago Police to crack down on attendees
who drink in public. The parade's website
states that Chicago Police "will secure several retention buses along the parade route
to serve to detain any parade viewers found
bringing alcohol into the parade area.
Detainees will be secured on the buses
until well after the parade ends."
According to the Chicago municipal
code 8-4-030, which governs public drinking, any person caught drinking in public
faces a minimum fine of $100, but no more
than $500 and/or a six-month prison sentence.
Lorence doubts the plan to control the

drinking will work. "There's no possible
way you could detain that many people
because there's so many drinking," he said.
"It's been an acceptable thing for years,"
Lorence said. 'The liquor stores [along the
parade route] are aU open. Are you going
to let the people buy alcohol and not do
anything with it?"
This year the committee has asked the
bars along the parade route to close to the
general public and hold private parties that
will pre-sell tickets. According to the
parade organizing committee's website,
" [bar] owners have declared they can't
handle the people attempting to get in, so
their compliance and support is expected."
The owners of Dubliner, 10910 S.

Western Ave., have yet to decide whether
they will comply with the committee's
request.
Owner Bill Minogue told the Daily
Southtown on March 6 that he had not yet
heard about this request and that he
believed a private party would not be as
profitable at Dubliner.
"Our nonnal customers aren' t
here on parade day. The people
who aren't usually here are the
ones who come in and spend the
money," he told the Soutbtown.
Lorence believes the committee's request won't work.
" You' re going to have thousands
of angry people because they
couldn't get into a bar," Lorence
said. "And they can't drink anywhere else."
The 25th Annual South Side
Irish St. Patrick's Day Parade will
kick off from 103rd Street and
Western Avenue at noon on March
16. The parade route runs aloog
Western Avenue to IISth Street
C BS will broadcast the parade on
March 16 at 10:35 a.m. and on
March 17 at 9 a.m. For more information or for directions.. call the
parade committee at (m) 2397755 or visit www.southsideirisbJohn WeatiChronlcle parade.org.

Chicago nightclubs address safety concerns
0 In response to the disaster at
E2, area nightclubs are taking
another look at safety procedures
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